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Clinton Appoints AIDS Czar
Memphis G&L Community
Center Set to Reopen Aug. 1
After a hiatus of several months,
the Memphis Gay and Lesbian Cen—
ter will reopen Aug. 1 in a new mid—
town location.
§
With the approval of the building
search committee, the Community
Center has a signed a two—year lease
for space at 1486 Madison. Located
_ next door to Tandy Leather, between
Barbara‘s and WKRB, the new loca—
tion offers 1250 square feet of space.
A large common room, linked to
a reception area, will accomodate
classes, meetings, lectures and other
fairly large events. A standard—sized
office will provide a more private
_ meeting space.Twoother shelf—lined

rooms will serve as library and office.
A kitchen and dining space will serve
the needs of cooking classes and
potlucks.
Rent for the space is $550 per
month.
7

Travels With Your Aunt:
Eureka Springs Revisted
p. 24
Gossip Columns:

Bakan, editor of the weekly Seattle
Nashville — p. 12 _
Gay News. "She had a chance to
craft a project and a plan for this
Memphis — p. 17 —
SEATTLE (AP) — Kristihe M. state.
"She just basically sat there and
Gebbie, appointed June 25 as the
nation‘s first AIDS czar, has got— shuffled the paperwork for two
Book & Video Reviews
ten strongly mixed reviews in both years."
p. 26
Nancy Campbell, executive di—
states where she served asthe top
rector
of
the
Northwest
AIDS
Foun—
public health official.
Gebbie ruffled feathers among dation, said that although her group
_ Plus Classifieds, _
legislators and AIDS activists in opposed the requirement, Gebbie
Washington and Oregon, where her deserved credit for trying to assure
Community Resources,
L
firing of the state medical examiner continued federal funding.
Opinions
‘cost the state $500,000 in legal fees ©"She was being a realist," _
and judgements. But she also has Campbell said.
=~ andMore!
Gebbie, 49, the mother of three
strong defenders.

By Tim Klass
Associated Press Writer

The Center was forced to close in
February when a planned move from
its former space at 1665 Madison was
thwarted by a landlord who reneged
on renting the new space. Rather than
make a snap decision on a new loca—
tion, the Center‘s board of directors
elected to put the Centers possessions
"Kris Gebbie didn‘t leave Wash— — children, was born in Sioux City,
in storage and search for a suitable ington state with a lot of enthusias— lowa, and moved frequently while
space.
tic supporters among legislators," growing up in an Air Force family.
She got htrbachelors degree
in .
———saidSen.Phil Talmadge, D—Seattle,
OlafCollegeinMin
__ chairmanofthestate Senate Health fnursmg
nesota and her masters at UCLA
and Human Services Committee.
_Gay Group Says |
"She is a very good bureaucrat then taught mental—health nursing
in both the positive and negative for six years at St. Louis Univer—
Compromise on Military
sense of the word. She can be very sitybefore taking the Oregon job.
imperious. She has a distinct atti— At the time she said she wanted to
BanUnacceptable
tude, above it all," Talmadge said. | enter public service to promote pre—
In a two—page letter to the presi—
Similar sentiments were voiced ventive medicine.
By Donna Cassata
Gebbie was among the first pub—
dent, the group said that if Clinton when Gebbie was appointed direc—
Associated Press Writer
backs a compromise that would re— tor of the newly established Wash— — lic officials to call for television
quire Gay service members to con— ington state Health Department in commercials promoting the use of
WASHINGTON (AP) — A ceal their sexual orientation, they
1989 after 11 years as head of the condoms to combat the spread of
Gay rights group told President would counter his action. —
acquired immune deficiency syn—
Oregon Health Division.
Clinton on June 24 that if he accepts
"Should you choose to join the
— "Personally, on the record, I‘m drome. She also established AIDS
a compromise on endingthe ban on ranks of those who are among our
glad you got her and we got rid of community centers in smaller towns
homosexuals serving in themilitary oppressors, please know that we
her," said Rep. Jeff Gilmour, a that were believed at the timeto
"we will fight back."
will fight back with every tool at our Democrat who headed his have few residents at risk of con—
Meanwhile, Defense Secretary disposal, that this community will
tractingthe fatal disease.
Les Aspin was scheduled to present not go away, that you cannot casu— Legislature‘s Joint Ways and
She introduced AIDS testing leg—
Means Committee at the time.
his proposed executive order to the ‘ally put this issue behind you," the
She took heat from AIDS activ— islation in 1987, including hotly de—
Joint Chiefs of Staff on June 25
group said.
ists for accepting a Bush adminis— bated confidentiality provisions.
prior to taking it to the White House
The letter was signed by Mixner tration move—ultimately unsuc— Parts of that package were echoed
and Clinton, congressional and among other members of the group.
cessful — to require that anyone the following year in Washington‘s
military sources, speaking on con—
White House officials indicated found to be carrying the virus that Omnibus AIDS Act.
dition of anonymity, said.
She was appointed by Ronald
that Clinton, bowing to pressure causes the disease be reported by
"All six feel it has passed mus— from Congress and the military, will
Reagan to his presidential commis—
name to health authorities.
ter. They know it could have been be forced to retreat from his prom—
"She sat at the desk for two years sion on AIDS and helped draft a re—
a lot worse," said a senior military ise to lift the ban completely.
in Washington state. Her track port highly crmcal of the
official.
"I think it‘s clear that there are record is mediocre," said George administration.
The session will allow the ser— certain obstacles — there are mem—
vice chiefs to air any objections, the bers of Congress who don‘t support
sources said.
an entire lifting of the ban. I don‘t sexual orientation but states that Stephanopoulos in a meeting June
The Gay rights organization, Ac— think that‘s a possibility," Press homosexuality is incompatible with 18 that thegroups were ready to
cess Now for Gay and Lesbian Secretary Dee Dee Myers said.
%
military service, congressional compromise on the Gay ban.
Equality, or ANGLE, was one of the
But
in
its
letter,
ANGLE
said
sources
have
said.
Clinton still believes that people
first to endorse candidate Clinton, should not be denied the right to
Questions still remain about that it lived up to a commitment to
raised millions of dollars for his serve based solely on their status what constitutes conduct that would help get Clinton elected but that he
campaign and includes a friend of and there should be no change in warrant a military discharge and would be failing his promise to end
the president, David Mixner, among the Uniform Code of Military Jus— what authority commanders would discrimination against homosexuals.
its members.
"We are truly amazed and dis—
have on forcing people out, the .
tice, Myers said.
An adviser during the cam—
mayed to see the man we believed
The proposal is expected to al— sources said.
paign, Mixner has been critical of low homosexuals to serve as long
Myers said Gay rights leaders in bend to the voices of bigotry,"
Clinton since January and the con— asthey remain silent about their told presidential adviser George the group said.
troversy over the Gay ban.

Prlde Marches _
Draw Throngs
Hundreds of Gays, Lesbians, bi—in
sexualsandtheirfriendsmarched
three
separate Gay Pride Marches
acrossTennesseeinJune.
MarcheswereheldinChattanooga
onJune
13, in Nashvilleon June20,
andinInNashville800men,womenand
MemphisonJune27.
childrenparticipatedinarallyinLeg—
islative
Plaza, in the shadow ofthe
statecapitol,andmarchedtoCenten—
nialParkpastBaptistHospital(which
allegedly
has discriminated against
PLWA‘s).Midwaythroughtheroute,
thelemonade
World‘sforEndthe restaurant
proided
marchers.
All the
major
metropolitan
areas
inTennes—
seewererepresented
andpridecom—
mitteesstatewideendorsedtheevent.
TheDonnaRed
keynote speaker
at the rally
was
Wing,
acentral
fig—
uresure9amendment.Hermessagewas
in the defeat of Oregon‘s Mea—
thatGaysand
Lesbiansmustputpet—
tinessasideandstriveformoreunity
because
the right wing is far more
organizedthattheGay/Lesbianmove—
ment.
Sheas shared
herthe experience
in
Oregon
to
how
"white
bread
andmunitycroissant"
segment ofourascom—ha—
found
themselvesjust
rassed
and just as vulnerable as the
moreoutandopensegmentsandthis
galvanizedall
ofthem intounity and
action.Memphis activist
VincentPg.Astor10
continuedon

Of Darkness and Light

Opinions expressed in editorials and
commentaries are those of the authors

by Kerrel Ard
TJN Contributor
Not long ago, dressed in my summer
"grubbies," I set out my Saturday morning
round of errands. My first stop was my local
produce market. As IL contentedly picked over
apples, tomatoes, and onions I was rather
oblivious to those around me. I also thought
nothing of the fact that the grubby T—shirt I
was wearing was from the very first "Gay
Fest" in Memphis way back in 1987. As I was
pleasantly conversing with the check—out lady
I was asked what a Gay fest was. Not in the
mood for a deep discussion about anything
much less one of those "You‘re going to hell"
speeches, I answered her honestly but rather
briefly. She was amazed that such a thing
could ever happen in Memphis. She expressed
that she imagined that it was a violent event. I
shared with her that while like every—where
else Memphis has its Gay bashings from time
to time, but by and large our community
events are safe and without trouble. The
young lady continued to express her surprise
and support for "our cause."
As I continued on my errands I pondered

this interaction and just how much change has
light, nothing less and nothing more. I asked
occurred in our community over thelast ten
the other men of that discussion group to
years. Driving around that morning I noticed,
imagine how it might feel to have only one
as if for the first time, quite a large number of
real option if you wanted to take a date out. I
rainbow flags and lambda stickers on cars I
asked them to imagine how it would feel if
passed. Now granted I live in Midtown, but
that one option was a dark, smoky , less—than—
even there these symbols had been few and
clean bar. There is no place for a quiet dinner,
far between before that Saturday. In the days
no safe place to walk hand—in—hand and no
since that morning I notice these symbols
place to be openly who you are in the
everywhere. There are several on my street,
daylight. They got it!
businesses proudly display them, and I even
There is no wonder that drug and alcohol
spotted one out east. What can all this mean?
abuse, unhealthy relationships, and suicide
Could it be that Memphis is finally coming
seem to be the norm in the lives of some Gay
out of the closet? I think it might. I hear over
and Lesbian people. We have been forced to
and over how we fight each other in this city.
live in the dark. Our society—often our
It‘s true we do that. I hear how most Gays in
families and even our Gay sisters and
Memphis are only out on Saturday night and
then only the relative safety of a Gay bar. This brothers—believe we deserve only the dark
and dank of life. It seems that is proven by the
seems to be true as well. Yet in spite of our
fact that many of us only come out of our
infighting and our fear, things are changing.
closets when it is dark. We think we are safe
While participating in a discussion group
in this darkness, but on those rare occasions
on oppression, I was asked, "What is the
when
I find myself in a bar, I see many good
bottom line that you Gay people want?" Of
people
who are killing themselves with self—
course I can only answer that question for
hate that they cannot see. I don‘t like watch—
myself and it took some thought to find "the
ing this. It is not so much the place as the
one answer" even for myself. It feels like I
darkness inside us. Diversity and freedom to
have found that answer; I want to live in the
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choose how we live is important for all human
beings, but perhaps we need to look at the
choices we make as Gay and Lesbian people.

Do our personal choices put us in the light or
darkness. Do our choices lead to health and
balance or do they feed the self—hate we are
taught frombirth. Is any job or person worth
our personal integrity and dignity?
As we end another "Gay Pride" month, be
proud of who we are and of the difficult path
we have walked to be more in the light. Yet as
our society moves to a safer place, as more
and more light is shining upon us, we must let
that light move inside us. We must take
personal responsibility for our lives. It is
usually very frightening to shine a light to the
dark hidden places of our souls. Yet can we
rant and rave about what "they" have done to
"us" if we continue to do it to ourselves long
after we begin to get what we ask for from the
outside.
%
So, brothers and sisters, live in the light;
take a risk—stop hiding. Face the darkness
that is in each of us. Looking atit is the hard
part; changing will flow naturally if we walk
that razor‘s edge between light and dark.
There we are able to see and use both. To be
nourished by the light as well as be humbled
and empowered to change by our darkness.
Just remember the most healing light is in
community. You are not alone.

A Sense of Decorum or Food for Thought
man or Lesbian. In fact, the straight commu—
by John Stilwell
nity rejects us and then looks for reasons to
justify
that rejection. Our appearance and our
Recentl'y, a friend of mine said he wished
he were able to attend the Gay Pride march so conduct as brought to them by the magic of
that if any media showedup he could go up to television, often provides that justification in ___
their minds.
es
*
them and say, "Hey, tape us—the average
Our personal conduct is a vital issue in the
ones—not the unusual ones." And I knew
question of Gays and Lesbians in the military.
how he felt. I saw the coverage on the March
We have to demonstrate to the straight
on Washington and I‘ve seen TV reports on
community that our conduct will not be
the Gay Pride Marches in San Francisco. The
disruptive in a situation where Gay and
cameras always pick out the bizarre or the
straight men and women are living side by
unusual. Some of the things I‘ve seen even
side in some of the most intimate situations.
offended me. And if I‘m offended, can you
The more outrageous we appear in public, the
_ imagine how straight people feel?
more it hampers acceptance of Gays and
There were private sexual preferences that
Lesbians in the military.
were on display that I thought did not need to
A lot of Gays and Lesbians want total and
be seen. As I told my friend, it was kind of
unconditional
acceptance of us and every
like me walking around with a dildo in my
aspect of our lives. But keep in mind, even in
hand and a bull‘s eye on my butt. People
don‘t want to see that and we don‘t need to be the straight community, some behavior is just
too weird. (Check out Oprah, Donahue, Sally
showing them that side of ourselves. What
Jesse Raphael, etc. to see what I‘m talking
sexual acts we perform should be between
about.) Unfortunately Gays and Lesbians also
ourselves and our partners. John and Jane Q.
appear on these programs and that is how
Public and their children don‘t need to be
America is being educated about who we are.
exposed to that.
j
We‘re associatedwith the strangest of straight
Open expressions of affection such as
society. Not Good.
holding hands or kissing may be offensive to
I‘ m not suggesting that anyone hide who
the general public, but those displays of
or what they are. Just be aware that as a Gay
affection are also relatively common even to
or Lesbian person in the public eye, every—
them. They might be able to come to under—
thing you say and do is creating the basis on
stand and accept those types of things. As we
which straight people are judging the entire
come out and try to force them to accept us,
we must understand that certain things will be Gay and Lesbian community. It‘s not fair for
everyone to be judged by a few, but that is the
more palatable to them than certain other
advantage held by those Gays and Lesbians
things. Straight people don‘t generally parade
who are out in the public eye. The straight
their sexual kinks and eccentricities in public.
community is ignorant of who and what we
So should we be parading ours in front of
are, but as we become more public, we are
them? We want to be guaranteed our civil
teaching them about ourselves. If you don‘t
rights but must also realize that being Gay or
like what the straight community is being
Lesbian does not exempt us from rules of
taught about who you are, perhapsit‘s time
social etiquette and good taste.
that you became a teacher.
In the Gay and Lesbian community, there
So be Gay or Lesbian, be proud, be willing
is room for everyone — the drag queen, the
to
fight
for what you know is right, but be
transvestite, the leather person, and so forth.
aware
that
you are teaching the straight
But in the straight community, at this point,
community about us and act accordingly.
there isn‘t a place for the most average Gay
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Congresswoman

Recognize Domestic

Introduces Gay Son Into

Partnerships

Debate On Military Ban

ATLANTA (AP) — Atlanta will
officially recognize unmarried
couples who live together, includ—
ing those of the same sex, if the
mayor signs two measures ap—
proved by the City Council.
f
The council approved 14—2 June
21 a measure that allows domestic
partners to register officially with
the city. It also passed a second pro—
posal 9—7 allowing city employees
to enroll their partners in the city‘s
health and dental benefits plan. One
council member abstained and an—
other did not vote because he was
out of town.
"This is a great step forward for
Atlanta," said Karen Watson of East
Point, who came to the meeting
with her female partner to support
passage. "So many will benefit from
it. It‘s for everybody."
Domestic partners who want to
register with the city‘s Business Li—

cense Department would pay a $30
fee. The program would be open to
all couples.
The Finance Department pre—
dicts it would cost more than $2
million each year to add domestic
partners to the city‘s benefits plan.
Council member Carolyn Long—
Banks said cost is not the issue.
"This is not a costly project,"
Ms. Long—Banks said. "It is an equal
rights project for the city. This is
something we should have done a
long time ago. This is something we
need to do today."
Council member Dozier Smith
called for a referendum to ask vot—
ers to approve the domestic partners
measure, but Ms. Long—Banks said
he faces an uphill battle in overturn—
ing the council.
— About 10 U.S.cities have simi—
lar laws.

By Donna Cassata
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Two
years ago, Michael Woolsey broke the
news to his mother, telling her what
she had suspected all along— he was
Gay.
"The overwhelming feelings I had
were oflove, respect and pride," Lynn
Woolsey recalled. "I knew then that
we had the kind of relationship I had
worked for — one in which my chil—
dren can share themselves as they
truly are."
Lynn Woolsey is now a Demo—
cratic congresswoman who favors an
end to the ban on Gays serving in the
military. On June 15, she introduced
30—year—old Michael to Capitol Hill,
hoping he will put a "real face" on
homosexuality for lawmakers weigh—
ing the prohibition.
"I know when other members of
the House of Representatives meet
him it is going to be easier for them
to support lifting the ban," the Cali—
fornia lawmaker told a news confer—
ence.
|
Woolsey gave her son a hug, a leS
on the cheek and a mother‘s gaze of
pride as she talkedabout herfamily‘s
reaction to Michael‘s homosexuality,
her interpretation offamily valuesand
her strong belief in:endmg the ban.

Marine Col. Fred Peck, who sup—
ports the ban, discussed his Gay son
and how he feared for his life if he
joined the military at a Senate Armed
Services Committee hearing. Weeks
later, Sen! Claiborne Pell, D—R.I., re—
vealed that his daughter is a Lesbian
during Senate debate on the nomina—
tion of Roberta Achtenberg, a Les—
bian, to a post in the Clinton
administration.
Woolsey, who represents the dis—
trict north of the Golden Gate Bridge
that includes Sonoma and Marin
counties, said she has three sons and
one daughter. Two years ago, her
middle son, Michael, told her he was
Gay.
"Our family exemplifies what
family values is all about," she said,
her words slowed by emotion. "We
are accepting, supporting and loving
of each other.
"He is not an embarrassment to
us," she said of Michael. "We are
proud of him."
Michael Woolsey, who works in
the arts and lives in San Francisco,
was scheduled to join his mother in
meeting with lawmakers this week.
Theson described his mother‘s efforts
in glowing terms. ,; —
"Wonderful. She speaks to alot of
people. about.equallty,:he said. +,;

Nevada Allows
Gay Sex In Private
CARSON CITY, Nev. (AP) —
A bill allowing Gay sex in private
has been signed into law by Gov.
Bob Miller, who says Nevada‘s
anti—sodomy law dating to 1911 was
unenforceable.
The measure won final legisla—
tive approval in the Assembly on
June 14 and was signed June 16. It
cancels a law that made Gay sex be—
tween consenting adults a felony.
However, the bill was amended
to make homosexual sex in public
a felony punishable by up to six
years in prison.
"The governor felt after review—
ingthe testimony in the Legislature
that the current law was unenforce—
able," said Miller aide Mike
Campbell.
Hesaid Miller supported the
amendment, added in the Senate as
a way to get more conservatives to
support the original bill, because "it
strikes at some of the live sex
shows."
Such shows have been a prob—
lem in Las Vegas, where 13 people,
including 10 X—rated movie ac—
tresses, were recently indicted on
sex—related charges following what
was billed as an ‘anti—censorship
event.

weet us clue

Atlanta Council Votes To

Activists Bathe Assembly With Condoms
Experience the Adventure on
an RSVP Gay Cruise...

Great American Cruises
52 N. 2nd Street
call Sherman C. Perkins

901—525—5302

TRENTON, N.J. (AP) — Shout—
ing "We charge you with genocide,"
a group of AIDS activists showered
the state Assembly chambers with
condoms to demonstrate the need for
\ legislative action in fighting the dis—
ease.
‘State police, assisted by some off—
duty police officers who were in the
chambers to support a police pension
bill, quickly took five protesters into
custody June 10, but not before As—
sembly action was disrupted.

"I think it shows youhow desper—
ate we are," said John Mackin,
spokesman for ACT UP—New Jersey,
the state chapter of AIDS Coalition
to Unleash Power. "It‘s the only way
to get their attention because they
don‘t do anything. This is just the be—
ginning."
Many onlookers were taken by
surprise, with one female visitor still
wondering what the protest was about
well after the last silver—packaged
condom had fallen to the chamber
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floor.
theirStatedeskslegislators
in surpriselooked
as theydownwereat
sprinkledslips
withofcondoms
andbrightly
colored
confetti—like
some of which read "Wake uppaper,
and
smell
the
rotting
corpses.
ACT
UP"
and "Tick
Tock, AIDS
won‘t
wait."F
Activists stationed in the top bal—
cony
of the chamber
alsoUP.unfurled
bannerreading,
"WAKE
Killinga
Time is Killing People. ACT UP."
Thefast—movingprotestaccompa—
niedan
the stepsACTUP—NewJersey
ofthe Statehouse. rallyon
Protesterswerecriticizing
legisla—
tive
inaction
on
recommendations
madeinDecemberbytheGovernor‘s
Advisory
AIDS. such
The 47as
suggestionsCouncil
supportonactions
providing
condoms
fora high
school
students
and
starting
needle—ex—
change program.
Afterthe initial surprise wore off,
many
ofthe lawmakers presentlaughed
dur—
ingthecondomshowereither
or appeared nonplussed. Some even
picked
up condoms and put them in
theirpockets.
Assembly
Speaker
Garabed
Haytaian
had
to
call
for
order
in the
tumultuous
chamber,
asking
onlook—
. toersbusiness.
and lawmakers alike to get back
people want toHaytaian
protest, that‘s
their"Ifprerogative,"
said. —
"Let‘s
not
honor
them
by
being
dis—
ruptive ourselves."

Fired Agent‘s Book Says FBI
Two

Cabinet

Agencies

Blackmails Suspected Gays
on

Based

By Bob Egelko
Associated Press Writer

Associated Press Writer

FBI. But Buttino wrote that at least

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — A
fired Gay FBI agent who is suing over
his dismissal says in a new book that
the FBI blackmails employeesit sus—
pects of homosexuality.
Frank Buttino, whose 20—year ca—
reer was cut short in 1990 after he ac—
knowledged his homosexuality, said
FBI documents he obtained for his
lawsuit show abusive investigation
policies by the bureau.
He said the FBI‘s internal—affairs
unit, the Office of Professional Re—
sponsibility, would call a suspected
Gay employee to headquarters and
demand full details of all homosexual
conduct, under threat of being fired
for non—cooperation.
—
OPR would also tell the employee
that relatives, friends, neighbors and
co—workers would soon be inter—
viewed about the employee‘s homo—
sexual conduct, Buttino said.
Describing his reaction to the files,
Buttino said in his book that he real—
ized "the FBI is the blackmailer! It
was the bureau that threatened to ex—
pose its employees‘ homosexuality if
they wouldn‘t resign. Yet historically
the bureau had used the blackmail
argument as justification for exclud—
ing Gays and Lesbians from employ—
ment."
hes
R
He said the FBI records also de—
scribed cases ofheterosexual agents
who had falsified government docu—
ments and expense records, lied in
court, and in one case had been ar—
rested for felonious sexual conduct in
a public bookstore, all without being
fired. But "applicants were summarily
rejected and employees forced out
when the mere suspicion of homo—
sexuality was raised," Buttino wrote.
His book, A Special Agent: Gay
and Inside the FBI, describes his ca—
reer, his discovery of his homosexu—
ality five years after joining the FBI,
and his firing 15 years later after he
was "outed" by an anonymous letter
to the San Diego bureau where he
worked.
Buttino‘s suit, a class action on
behalf of all Gay FBI employees and
applicants, seeks reinstatement, dam—
ages and a ruling that the FBI illegally
discriminates against Gays.
The FBI denies that it automati—
cally disqualifies Gays as agents, but
said in court papers last September
that homosexual conduct makes it
"significantly more difficult to be
hired."
FBI Director William Sessions has

ﬁ

&
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HIV RESOURCES

(901) 272—0855
(901) 458—AIDS

WASHINGTON

four Gays, including one agent, had

controversy over Gays in the military,

the FBI since he filed his suit in 1990.
Despite

President

Gays, the
plans

to

Clinton
go

to

is taking some limited steps to make

Clinton‘s

avowed support of equal

them more welcome in the civilian

rights for

federal work force.

administration

trial

and

Two Cabinet members — Secre—

defend

taries Mike Espy of Agriculture and

Buttino‘s firing, Justice Department
spokesman Joe

Krovisky said

Federico Pena of Transportation —

last

have adopted

month. Trial is scheduled this Septem—

about

the

tion.

allegations in

Pena underscored his support for

Buttino‘s book, the FBI said it would

diversity in the workplace June 15 by

not comment during the lawsuit.

speaking at a Transportation Depart—

The book portrays Buttino as a

ment ceremony organized by a Gay—

dedicated and highly regarded agent

pride group, Gay, Lesbian or Bisexual

who was put in charge of a sensitive

Employees (GLOBE).©

car—bombing investigation even after

In an unusual public showing of

he had disclosed his homosexuality.

administration support for Gay rights,

He said he first realized he was

Pena told the lunch—hour gathering in

Gay and had his first homosexual ex—

mitted to equal rights for all.

and co—workers for 15

The government‘s job is too big

years.

"to waste anyone‘s talent because of

The anonymous letter that arrived
at the San Diego bureau in 1988 in—
cluded a letter that Buttino had sent
in response to a personal ad in a Gay
newspaper.
denied

Buttino at

writing that

first falsely

letter,

but

ac—

knowledged it several months later.
The FBI has since cited his initial lie
as a reason for firing him, an expla—

prejudice," he said. "We need to draw
on the talents of everyone.
about special

privileges.

equal treatment."

It‘s not

It‘s about

&

f

Eric Keller, the head of GLOBE,
said the policies adopted by Espy and
Pena do not have the same force as
federal laws that ban discrimination
based on race, color, religion, sex, age,

judge hearing Buttino‘s lawsuit.

national origin or disability.

After acknowledging his homo—

But he praised the Cabinet officials

Buttino

for putting themselves "out on a limb"

agreed to take a lie—detector test on

by opening the door to complaints by

security matters. He said the FBI poly—

workers who say they are being ha—

graph examiner told

rassed or denied promotions because

sexuality

to

investigators,

him

he found

homosexuality offensive, asked him
numerous questions

about

sexual

of their homosexuality.
The

policy

"is

primarily

sym—

practices, and told him he would have

bolic,"he said. "But it does have some

been killed by other agents if he had

clout. People will have less fear and

made the same disclosure

know they have a recourse."

15 years

Buttino wrote that his firing and

in May extolling diversity.

its aftermath turned him into an ac—

"Diversity means inclusion — hir—

tivist. At the July 1991 Gay Pride pa—

ing, developing, promoting and re—

rade in San Diego, in which he was

taining employees of all races, ethnic

co—grand marshal, he thanked the FBI

groups, sexual orientations and cul—

for "tearing down the walls of my

tural backgrounds," the memo said.

closet."

GLENNBroker
MOORE
MLS
854—0455
The Realtor you can talk to!

Pena also sent out a memorandum

earlier.

—

*

nation that has been questioned by the

__

Orientation

the department‘s courtyard he is com—

perience in 1974 but kept it a secret
from family

policies barring dis—

crimination based on sexual orienta—

ber in U.S. District Court.
Asked

(AP) — The

Clinton administration, no stranger to

been allowed to continue working for

Discrimination

notholdtheevent,butthe
seek White HouseWhiteHouse
approval to
ver.inhispreviousjobasmayorofDen—
The
city
implemented
an
ordi—
informed in advance the cer—
nance
during his tenure that barred wasemonywouldtakeplace.
discriminationbasedonsexualorien—
thecivilian
federalwork
tation.Pena‘slatest actionsareangering forceGaysin
have
stirred
less
controversy
thanthoseinthemilitary.
someconservatives.
despiteR—N.C.,
oppositionandfromoth—
"Wedon‘tthinkthehighestlevels Sen.InJesseMay,Helms,
ofthefederalgovernmentoughttobe
the Senate confirmed Roberta
supportingbehaviorthat
is immoral ers,Achtenbergasanassistantsecretary
anddestructive,"saidBobKnightof
ofhousing
and urbanopenly
development,
theFamilyResearchCouncil.
the
highest—ranking
Gay ex—
ButRep.BarneyFrank,D—Mass.,
ecutivebranchofficialinhistory.
anopenlyGaymemberofCongress,
Atintroduced
the June by15 Ericceremony,
Pena
toldthegatheringthatPenaandPresi—
was
Stults,
ade—
dentClintondeservehighpraise.
It is "a strikingly brave act" for partmentbudgetanalystwhosaidhe
wasbeatensavagelywhileastudent
Penatohosttheceremony,Franksaid,
adding
that
he
looksforward
to
the
‘‘Today‘seventmeansalot tome,"
day"Tenyearsfromnowpeoplewilltake:
when such actions are routine. atDartmouthCollege.
hesaid."I‘mproudtobeworkingfor
asecretarywillingtostandupfordi—
thiskindofthingforgranted."
~
Bob
Marx,
aTransportation
De—
partment spokesman, said Pena did versity."

Sexual

By James H. Rubin

also said in court papers that he was
unaware of any Gays working for the

Bar

>

Pena actively supported Gay rights

E55 ,
OLalmI1Ca@A
k/
Designs
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Deliveryat Young Award—Winning274—5767
944 S. Cooper
INSURANCE
AutoSensitive
— Hometo the— LifeNeeds— Annuities
ofthe
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Call(901)onTJN‘s
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listing
Page.
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Petition To Limit Gay
Rights Filed in Missouri
By Carl Manning
Associated Press Writer

proposed constitutional amendment
= jarring extra government protection
for homosexuals. |
JEFFERSON CITY, Mo. (AP) —
The Amendment Coalition on
A coalition mainly of conservatives June 23 turned in the proposed ini—
and church leaders has taken another tiative petition form to the secretary
step toward putting on the ballot & of state‘s office, which must decide

whether it meets all legal require—
ments, said Kerry Messer, the group‘s
director.
Joe Carroll, deputy secretary of
state for elections, said a decision will
be made by July 23 about whether the
form can be used to gather signatures
to put the proposedamendment on the
November 1994 statewide ballot.
"We will make sure it is the legally
correct form," Carroll said. "We make

SOUTHERN COUNTRY‘S

NEW

—

HOME

REFLECTIONS

—

no judgment as to the constitutional— "sexual orientation" than the Colo—
ity or the legitimacy of the petition rado version.
being requested," Carroll said.
There is no special language pro—
Carroll said that once the petition tecting homosexuals in either state
form isapproved by theofficesofthe law or the Missouri Constitution.
secretaryofstateandattorneygeneral, Cities which have enacted extra
the coalition will have until July 8, legal protections for homosexuals in—
1994, to collect the required signa— clude Kansas City, St. Louis, Colum—
tures.
;
£
bia and Messer‘s hometown of Festus.
He said that if enough signatures "There‘s never been a problem.
are gathered, the secretary of state‘s There was no reason for the ordi—
office will write the language to go nance," Messer said of his hometown.
on the ballot, reflecting the "sub— Messer said his group‘s proposed
stance" ofthesubmittedinitiative,but amendment would make those ordi—
holdingits length to 100wordsorless. nances unconstitutional.
If approved by a majority of vot— Although the proposed amend—
ers, the proposal then becomes part ment has been criticized by Gay rights
groups, Messer said the proposed
ofthe Missouri Constitution.
Carroll saidthe coalitionwill need amendment is not an anti—Gay pro—
to collect signatures equal to 8% of posal.
the votes cast in the 1992 gubernato— "We are not trying to take away
rial election in sixofthe ninecongres— any rights of the homosexuals,"
sional districts. Depending on the Messer said. "What we are opposed
districts, the minimum number to is the granting of special privileged
needed would range from 120,689 to rights based on the way a person has
sex."
R
131,015.
But Messer said his group will try The proposed amendment reads:
to gather 200,000 signatures and will "Neither the state of Missouri,
circulatepetitions in all congressional through any of its branches or depart—
districts. He said no decision has been ments; nor any of its agencies, politi—
made on when the petition drive will cal subdivisions, municipalities or
start, but he hopes to raise up to $2 school districts, shall enact, adopt or
enforce any statute, regulation, ordi—
million for the campaign.
"At this point, we want to make nance or policy whereby homosexual,
sure that everything is up to par," lesbian, bisexual or any other sexual
Messer said. "We have people in all orientation, conduct, practices or re—
nine districts begging to circulate pe— lationships shall constitute or other—
wise be the basis of, or entitle any
_ titions."
. Messer said the proposed amend— person or class of persons to protected
* ment is similar to a Colorado mea— status or claim of discrimination. This
— . sure approvedby nggﬁéuﬁﬁtglﬁm- .—.<section.of—the—Constitution shall be in
— Tegal challenges. Hesaid the Missouri — all respects self—executing."

—

measure refers more broadly to
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Judge Asked To Divide

Gay

rights

advocates

say

homo—

Condom

Crusaders

Hope

sexuals are discriminated against be—

cause

Gay Couple‘s Belongings

they

can‘t

get

married

and
To

Save

Lives

therefore can‘t have disputes adjudi—

WEST PALM BEACH, Fla. (AP) throughout the nation for case law,"
— A Gay couple‘s "divorce" lawsuit Gross said. "I don‘t know what I‘m
has a judge searching for relevant case going to do yet. It‘s an interesting
law and some advocates arguing the
case shows the need to establish some
legal status for such relationships in
Florida.
_
Without the names, Palm Beach
County circuit court case 93—4215
looks like just another nasty divorce,
complete with allegations of promis—
cuity, betrayal, emotional blackmail,
and even thievery.
But Judge Robert Gross can‘t treat
it that way as he tries to divide their
joint assets and liabilities.
Florida courts don‘t recognize the
private ceremony Tom Runner and
Daniel Skidmore conducted in the
Arizona desert on Jan. 18, 1991. It
doesn‘t matter that they exchanged
vows and rings.
That would matter only if they
were legally married, something no
state allows homosexuals.
Earlier this year, Hawaii became
the first state to move in that direc—
tion when the state Supreme Court
questioned the constitutionality of
marriage laws that discriminated
against Gays.
"I‘ve got my clerks looking

cated

case.,,

"I

think this is a great

under

matrimonial

law

as

Dressed

in

and

and Shannon

law,"

said

of the

Liz

Hendrickson,

National

Center

for

Lesbian Rights in San Francisco. "It‘s

attorney

tremendously unfair — this is a court

represents many

Gay

and Lesbian clients. "I don‘t know of

system

any published cases on this. I do know

eryone equally."

jacket,

treat

Leslie

said

admit

William

attorney.

Ms.

ev—

28,

Haddin,

are

25,

known

tertainment

he‘s

Porter,

"Up

to

Haddin

Marsh give prophylac—

and

to

district

Ms.

some

Birmingham‘s trendy

will

—

men

in

hopes of saving lives.
Marsh,
around

Southside

as

the

en—

"condom

patrol." They distribute condoms near

now,

Rushton Park in

hopes of stemming

the spread of AIDS.

"I tried to approach this from ev—

Georgia

Maid,"

(AP)

Crusader"

"We

are

not

encouraging

sexual

an

ery way I could possibly conceive to

extensive collection of native Ameri—

give the court something to hang it‘s

can

hat on,"said Terry Kadyszewki, who

"But if people are going to take part

filed the suit on behalf of Runner. "It

in

just gets really messy."

make sure they are at least being safer

O‘Keefeprints,

artwork,

bedroom

cowboy

electronics

furniture,

blender,

plants,

the

the

boots,

equipment,

toaster,

1991

the

Toyota

The

Camry.

cusing

Skidmore

of

running

initial

complaint,

filed

activity," said Ms. Marsh, who wears
|

May

an apron with condoms pinned to it.

had

up

a

business

partnership.

Runner

sexual

activity,

then

we

want

to

about it."

14, argued that Runner and Skidmore

Runner, 45, filed suit May 14, ac—

Ms.

Marsh

has

taught

about

AIDS for five years and is working

Runner‘s credit card bills to more than

has since filed an amended complaint

on

$20,000,

claiming an implied partnership based

health. Ms. Haddin is in a master‘s

then

taking

their

property.

on the Gay relationship.

Skidmore, also 45, accuses Runner of

Meanwhile,

infidelity.
Since

_

to

"Rubber

Ala.

"Condom

tics to young adults and Gay

Florida has not addressed this issue."

Skidmore are hundreds of items long:

leather

supposed

judge

Skidmore‘s

The property lists for Runner and

black

is

puzzled,"

homosexuals happen every day."

A

that

"The

that these kinds of disputes between

the

"It‘s one of theweaknesses, a gap

director

test case,"

as

the

said Carolyn Karettis, a Coral Gables
who

BIRMINGHAM,

do

heterosexual couples.

Runner

and

Skidmore

Daniel

is

into no legal category of partnership

continue

or

providing home health care to AIDS

relationship,

Ross

must

divide

his

work

He‘s

with

under

master‘s

program
Skidmore

a

company

property between two people whose

patients.

lives have been totally enmeshed for

leave most of the disputed possessions

court

order

to

more than three years.

in storage.

to

degree

become

teacher.

moving to Orlando where he plans to

fall

a

The

a

public

biology

—

pair

condoms

decided

because

ried that

many

poor

too

or

in

to

they

give

away

were

wor—

teen—agers were too

embarrassed

to

buy

them.
"From living in this neighborhood

we knew a lot of people who are Gay,
and some who have AIDS," said Ms.
Haddin, who wears a cape made from
a sheet and a giant condom made from
pantyhose on her head.
The effort appears to be well re—
ceived.
"Condom patrol! The condom
patrol‘s back!" yelled one 19—year—old
Gay man after getting a condom from.
the two on a recent night.
The women get condoms for free
from the Jefferson County Health De—
partment and Birmingham AIDS
Outreach. They‘ve worked three
nights so far in Rushton Park, a gath—
ering place for Gays. ——
"I think what they‘re doing is fabu—
lous," said the 19—year—old man who
accepted a condom from the two.
"These are straight women but they
still care."
The teen—ager, a Jasper native who
would not give his name for fear of
retaliation, and other men at the park
said they always use condoms now,
but they had not in the past.
"I was uninformed, and I guess I
thought I would never get AIDS," said
Richard Shaeffer, 17, ofBirmingham.
"But we all know too well what will
happen."
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San Jose Mayor Marshals
Gay Pride Parade Uses
In Gay Parade —
Helms Video Clip For
we were four of five
SAN JOSE, Calif. (AP) San— years"I thought
Promotional TV Spot
out
from
having
the mayor in
Roughly5,000peoplecelebrated
(theparade),"said
WhayneHerriford,
Jose‘s
third
annual
Gay
pride
parade
By RichardPressLorant
Helms said he was criticizing
president
of the Gay Pride Celebra—
13 andwhocheered
Mayor
Susan tion
Associated
Writer
Achtenberg for taking part in the pa— June
Committee.
Hammer,
becamethe
city‘sfirst
rade"They
with herwerepartner.
Hammer proclaimed June 13 as
mayor
tosomething
serve as athatgrandI hope
marshal.
SAN
FRANCISCO
(AP)—
Sen.
not
just
appearing.
Mark
Porsche
Day,whoindiedhonorofAIDS—
of the
"It‘s
makes
Jesse
Helms
chided
homosexual
ac—
They
were
the
marshals
of
that
pa—
parade‘s
founder
astatementtothestraightcommunity
tivists fortwisting his words in order rade,"Helmssaid."Theyweresitting that these are people who have a dif— related illness in April.
to promote
a parade
pride. on the backofa convertible hugging ferent lifestyle but are just as con— AndtwomendiagnosedwithHIV,
Organizers
of Sanfor Gay
Francisco‘s
..." parade showcases a cerned about schools and economic thevirus thatcausesAIDS, rode on a
huge Gay pride parade said they‘re andkissing
The
annual
motorizedwithcable
car acknowledging
development
and publicsafety
asthe people
giving
Helms,
R—N.C.,
a
taste
of
his
widerangeofparticipants—fromho—
the
illness.
rest
ofus,"
Hammer
said.
own
by featuringevent.
him in an mosexual police officers and Festival organizers estimated as "It meansthere is abiggeraware—
videomedicine
spot promotingthe
firefighterstoscantilycladexhibition—
many as 5,000 sun—soaked revelers nessandthatwhatwe‘redealingwith
The
public
service
announcement
ists
and
self—described
"Dykes
on
here is extremely important," said
joinedindancingandstrolledthrough
releasedMay31 showsHelms,alead— Bikes."
Gary
Jensen, 37,disease.
who said he has an
food and souvenir booths lining the AIDS—related
ingopponent ofGay rights, speaking Excerpts of the parade showing parade.
reallybegintogetasenseof
"That Gayprideparade — I wish everyAmerican how"You
healthy
this movement has be— Klan Applies For
could have seen it." —Sen. Jesse Helms
come,
how
integratedthismovement
has become...," » said Wiggsy Permit In Wake Of
co—founderpolitical
ofAYMEC,
during
SenateAchtenberg,
confirmationa Lesbian.
hearings often
leather—clad,
whip—toting
marchers Sivertsen,
Gay and Lesbian
actiona Gay March
for"That
Roberta
have
been
used
to
galvanize
Gay pridecouldparade—
to expandedsaidGayit isrights.
Tenn. (AP)
Sanp. Jose Police Chief Lou — CHATTANOOGA,
every American
have seenI wish
it," opposition
Paradeorganizers
poetic Cobarruviazand
The
Ku
Klux
Klan
applied
June
SantaClaraCounty
Helmsisshownsayinginthe
15—sec—
justice
to
use
Helms‘
own
words
to
10
for
a
parade
permit,
saying
ifthe
SheriffCharlesGillinghamjoinedthe
ondHisspot.statement is followed by text promote
theHelms
parade.has promoted an parade. Andemployeesofthecounty city‘s Gays can march, so can they,
"Jesse
and Apple
Computerbeside
Inc.represen—
rode on traffic
urging viewers to attend the June 27 agenda
of hatea montage
and bigotry
by craft—
said. engineer John Van Winkle
and
marched
ing together
of video
im— floats
parade.
AKKKrepresentative
identifying
tatives of social service agencies, himself
"They‘re
not
going
to
fool
any—
ages
which
he
misrepresents,"
said
as
Dan
Romine,
Grand
HighTechGays,
ParentsandFriends
body
withinterview.
that," Helmssaid
in atele—
paradecommitteeco—chairGregTay—
of
a
North
Georgia
Klan
ofofbusinesses
Lesbians andfromGaysSilicon
and Valley.
a handful Dragon
phone
"The
people
know
lor.
"This,
however,
is
in
context
.
.
group,
applied
for
the
permit,
Van
what Isaid.. Takingitoutofcontext "It‘sthefirsttime I‘veagreedwith Thehourlongparadealsofeatured Winkle said.
7
justdemonstrateshowfaroutofcon—
Jesse
Helms,"
Taylor
said.
group wantsChattanooga,
to march Sept.
queens,ridersdonnedin
a "condom man,"black
and 11inThedowntown
Paradecopies
organizers
said they
are . drag
textPresident
these Lesbians
and Gays
are." sending
Van
motorcycle
ofthe public
service
Clinton
nominated
Winkle
said.
The
permit
is
subjectto
leather.
i delighted in city council approval.
announcement to national networks,
Achtenberg, a San Francisco forfair
super— Viacom,andstationsintheSan
©
Local
Gay
leaders
Fran—
visor,tobeassistantsecretary
Lesbian
Hammer‘sdecisiontotakepartinthe PrideTheChattanoogaGayand
cisco Bay area, Los Angeles, New celebration.
housing
and
equal
opportunity.
The
received aa lawsuit
parade
Senate
voted 58—31 to confirm the York and North Carolina.
permitCommittee
last week afterfiling
nomination.
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court
againstthecity
coun—
— cil,infederal
which
denied
the
group‘s
origi—
nal requesttoparade neardowntown.
Policethe Chief
Ralph residents‘
Cothran
granted
permit
despite
complaints
they didn‘t want the
march in theirthatneighborhood.
Pride Park.
Parade was held
JuneThe13 Gay
at Warner
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Yes, It‘s Coming Again!
Halloween

Weekend 1993

Volunteer to be part
of the Biggest,
Brassiest,
Most Outreageous
Halloween Party
Memphis has

ever

seen!

Sunday, July
2:00

PM

—

11

Red Cross

1400 Central

Avenue

MGLCC TO Reopen with

Lambda Men‘s Chorus To

Lavender U., Concert

Perform Summer Concert —

The Lambda Men‘s Chorus
The downtime since the for admission to the concert,
will
performin concert at St.
which
is
scheduled
for
8:00
pm.
Memphis Gay and Lesbian
MGLCC‘s Summer events in— John‘s United Methodist Church
Community Center closed has
not been wasted, according to clude a "Cover Your Head Pool in midtown Memphis on Sunday
MGLCC board members. It‘s Party" on Sunday, July 4 at the afternoon, July 11, 1993 at 3:00
home of Charles Butler and Herb p.m. The concert, titled "Songs
been spent planning.
The Center closed in Febru— Zeman, 1687 Peach from 1—4 of the Sea and Other Favorites,"
ary after a planned move to a pm. A prize will go to the con— will feature a number of sea
different location was aborted by testant with the most imaginative chanties and ballads, along with
head covering. Admission is some traditional ballads and
a reluctant new landlord.
spirituals.
According
to
Michael $5.00.
Admission to "Songs of the °
The July Potluck will take
Schiefelbein, MGLCC presi—
Sea"
is $5, and tickets may be
place
at
Holy
Trinity
Commu—
dent, the Center‘s leadership
used the time to plan functions nity Church on Saturday, July 10 purchased from any Lambda
and fill needed positions on its at 7 pm. Admission is $3.00 with Men‘s Chorus member or at
Meristem. Tickets will also be
directors‘ roster. During the a dish and $5 without.
, For more information about available at the door. St. John‘s
downtime, nearly 10 positions
were filled in the non—elected these events, call 728—GAYS or United Methodist Church is lo—
cated at 1207 Peabody Avenue
278—7690.
:
director positions.
To receive a quarterly (corner of Peabody and
Although without a perma—
nent space, the Center continued MGLCC newsletter and other Bellevue), and the concert will
its monthly potluckdinners and mailings,,as well as discounts on be in their sanctuary. Following _
cultural series in alternative lo— special events, become —a the concert, the men of the cho—
rus will host a reception for those
cations. The Gay and Lesbian. monthly contributor.
MGLCC depends on its in attendance in the Narthex ad—
Switchboard continued without
interruption and the concept of monthly contributions to pay jacent to the sanctuary.
Among the choral music
a "Lavender University" was $900 in monthly expenses, in—
developed and teachers re— cluding bills for the Gay and which director Don Griesheimer
Lesbian Switchboard and mail— has selected for "Songs of the
cruited.
I
Sea" are "Jack the Sailor" by
MGLCC‘s Lavender Univer— ings.
So far, the Center has only Vaughn Williams, "The Ghost
sity — a series of short courses
ranging from financial planning, $300 a month in contributions. Ship" by Michael, Dave and
sewings, first—time homebuying Request a monthly membership Jean Perry, "Sing Me a Song of
and cooking to art, landscaping, form by calling Michael a Lad That is Gone" by Robert
spirituality, and creative writing Schiefelbein at 278—7690 or Louis Stevenson, and "I Want to
will begin in September. A cata— leave a message with the switch— be a Sailor."
In addition, there will be sev—
log and registration forms will board operator at 728—GAYS.
eral love songs and some tradi—
be available at the Center in
E M ___P H__i S
tional choral works. These will
August.
include To Love and to be Loved,
The Center will also sponsor
which was recorded by the
a concert by Lambda Men‘s
Turtle Creek Chorale of Dallas
Chorus on July 25 at Holy Trin—
on their album From the Heart.
ity Community Church. The
Also included will be "The Min—
concert is the third event in
COM MU NIT Y C E NT E RA.
strel Boy" and "Homeward
MGLCC‘s 1993 Cultural Series.
.
Bound." A tenor solo of "If there
A contribution of $5 is suggested

m

Hadn‘t Been You" is also
planned.
The Memphis Lambda Men‘s
Chorus is a 20—member chorus
which was organized in 1989.
The group is a member of
GALA, the Gay and Lesbian
Association of Choruses, which
is headquartered in Denver and
which consists of 130 choruses
in the U.S., Canada, and Europe.
The GALA Alliance is dedicated
to providing leadership and in—
spiration to the Gay and Lesbian
movement through excellence in
the choral arts. The president of
the Memphis chorus is Tom
Roden.
The Memphis Lambda Men‘s
Chorus rehearses each Tuesday
night at 7:15 PM at Prescott
Memorial Baptists Church. The
chorus is open to all men who
are Gay or who are respectful of
the Gay movement, and inter—
ested singers are welcome to
observe the chorus in rehearsal

on any Tuesday evening. The
chorus has given concerts in the
past at Holy Trinity Community
Church, and Prescott Baptist. In
addition, the chorus performed
on stage at the Orpheum Theatre
in Memphis as part of the Mem—
phis HEART STRINGS perfor—
mance, and sang at Memphis
State last December for World
AIDS Day.
Additional information on the
chorus can be obtained by call—
ing (901) 276—2996.
Friends For Life
To Hold Annual
Meeting
é
Friends For Life — HIV
Resources has scheduled its annual
meeting for Wednesday, July 14
at 6:00 pm. The meeting will be
held at the American Red Cross
Building, 1400 Central Avenue.
In accordance with its bylaws,
Friends For Lifewill elect new
board members and officers for the
1993—1994 fiscal year.
4
Interested parties are welcome
to attend.

SUSAN MACKENZIE
Attorney At Law — /

— Ross & Mackenzie
Suite 3310
100 N. Main Street
Memphis, Tennessee 38103 —
901—525—0417

Books & More I
meristem)
t

Women & Their Friends
930 SOUTH COOPER — (901) 276—0282

LIFE RESOURCE
CORP. OF ARK.
"LIVING BENEFITS"

Summer ClearanceSale in July
(Call for Information)

Monday, July 5 — ACT UP Memphis

Meeting 7pm

Tuesday, July 6 — "First Tuesday" In Cooper—Young
For additional information or an application, write or call:

Sunday, July18 — Women Writers‘ Support Group 6pm

Gil Gilbreath
P.O. Box 1058
Forrest City, AR 72335
(501) 633—0554
\.

African—American Lesbian Support Group Forming
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Aphrodite Still Draws a Crowd

Hetti McDaniels

New Queen of
The evening concluded with
Memphis
Aphrodite members and audience be—
A benefit staged by the Mystic ing called to the stage for the finale
Hetti McDaniels was chosen as
Krewe of Aphrodite June 27 at with Carole Hyndrich appearing a
Queen of Memphis at the
Reflections raised $2,520.00 in cash Dolly and singing "I Will Always
annual pageant June 23 at
and pledges for PWA relief. The ben— Love You."
Reflections.
efit is part of Aphrodite‘s ongoing
Aphrodite, a service organization
The pageant was the first of four
fundraising efforts for projects in the for women, has consistently mounted
preliminaries to be held statewide for
Gay and Lesbian Community.
excellent benefit performances and
the title of Miss Gay Tennessee.
Hosted by the venerable B.J. has raised tens of thousands of dol—
The Miss Gay Tennessee
Hefner, the showfeatured perfor— lars over the years for AIDS relief,
pageant is scheduled for September
mances by many ofthe krewe‘s mem— the Gay and Lesbian Switchboard, the
25 at Reflections.
bers as well as a few special guests.
Community Center and other Gay—
First alternate in the Queen of
One of the highlights of the night and Lesbian—related causes, including
Memphis pageant was Pebbles.
certainly was the performances of benefits for individuals within the
Seven contestants entered the con—
"It‘s So Hard to Say Goodbye" (Boyz community who need help. Their _
II Men) by a tuxedo—clad quintet of shows are of high quality and well
women. The song was dedicated to worth attending.
the late Billie Jo Casino who died last
The next Aprhodite benefit is Pride Marches
month.
schedule for Ménage in late August Across Tenn.
Earlier in the evening the group with their annual That‘s Entertain— from page 1
7
performed a Temptations number ment extravaganza slated for Novem—
was another speaker at the rally with
complete with the traditional chore— ber at Reflections.
Pride Committee Chair John
ography.
Prowett speaking at the second
The Nuns, a mixed gender spe— ACT UP/Memphis
gathering in Centennial Park. Mem—
. cially costumed guest group, brought
phis received a certificate for best
the house down with two numbers To Organize
representation of a city outside
A
meeting
to
organize
a
Memphis
from Sister Act — "I Will Follow
chapter of the AIDS Coalition to Un— Nashville. The Saturday events
Him" and "My Guy (God)."
Considering the fact that a large | leash Power (ACT UP) will be held were the climax of a week—long cel—
contingent from Holy Trinity Com— Monday, July 5 at Meristem Book— ebration which contained events
targeting most segments of the large
munity Church was in attendance, it store, 930 S. Cooper at 7:00 pm.
Interested people should plan to Nashville community.
was not surprising that these two num—
In Memphis, about 125 march—
attend or may call Phillip at 458—1607
bers did so well.
ers braved threatening skies to
for further information.
Review by Allen Cook

test which was hosted by Trixie
Thunderpussy.
Judges for the contest included
Mrs. Jackie Ayers, Penna West,
Erica Hall, Kenneth Shaw, and
Richard Kimball, Jr.

Pipeline To Stage
4th of July Benefit
The Pipeline and Pipettes are
readying the Pipeline patio for their
fourth annual 4th of July weekend
benefit show.
This year‘s show, dubbed "En—
tertainment For Life," will be held
Saturday, July 3 beginning at 10:00

march from Overton Park to
Peabody Park. About six motor—
cycle policemen escorted the group.
The march was briefly covered on
the Channel 3 news that afternoon.
At the rally several speakers
talked about how important it is to
press for Gay and Lesbian equal
rights.
Speakers included long—time activ—
ists Vincent Astor and Matt: Presley,
attorney Susan Mackenzie, TIN co—
editor Allen Cook, march organizer
John Prowett and representatives of
the fledgling ACT—UP/Memphis
chapter. When a thundershower inter—
rupted the rally, the crowd simply

pm. Festivities will continue on July
4 with a cookout on the patio.
The weekend benefit generally
raises several thousand dollars for
the chosen charity.
This year‘s beneficiary is
Friends For Life HIV Resources.
Past recipients have included the
Adult Special Care Clinic at the
Med and St. Jude Children‘s Re—
search Hospital AIDS program.
In addition to the Pipettes, favor—
ite local performers and special
guests will be featured in songs and
production numbers in the two—
hour—plus show
Admission to the event will be
$6.00 at the door.
gathered atop the Peabody Park band—
stand and continued.
"We sometimes don‘t realize how
precarious our situation is," said
Cook. "At any time we could lose our
jobs or our housing—just for bein
who ‘we are," he continued.
§
Other Memphis events included —
the 13th annual Pride River Ride, the
Expo (held on Friday evening) and a
flea market Saturday afternoon. Over
300 attended the River Ride which
was a fundraiser for the Community
Center and Switchboard. Southern
Country Memphis provided special
entertainment on the boat.

«a

See related story pg. 8

OPS

1349 Autumn Ave,

Memphis

—

(901)

272—1634

Happy Hour Dary — 11 AM to 7 PM

_

BEER BUST

Tuesday — 5 PM — 9 PM

OPEN

Thursday — 5 PM — 9 PM
11 AM to 3 AM Monday thru Wednesday
Sunday —

12 Noon — 5 PM

24 Hours Thursday thru Sunday

_

|

Cook Out Every Sunday
«&

REEL
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ThankYouforYourPatronage

A

$56

It‘s aA Famay Tang

;

Dial] service

24—hour customer service
Call anywhere in the world
100% Digital Fiber Optic Network
|Free calling card when away from home

Just like you have now, with a difference

P3 riong Lonc DISTANCE
_ Save up to 25%
— offyourlong distancebillcomparedto
AT&T, MCI orSprint. No gimmicks.
ya
i of your long distance bill to the lesbian,
|
gay or AIDS group ofyour choice.
THE1993MARCHONWASHINGTON

OFFICIAL
LONGDISTANCECARRIER
FOR THE
1993 MARCH ON
WASHINGTON
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morality in exercising his public office, recog—
nizing that to do so is not inappropriate nor is it
a violation of the separahon of the msmutlons
of church and state."
It also asks the more than 15 million Southern Baptists to pray for Clinton and to use their
influence to try to convince him to "stand for
biblical morality and to reverse his stands..."
More than 17,000 delegates are attending the
three—day convention.

Church That Tried To Hire Lesbian
Minister Denounces Policy
ROCHESTER, N.Y. (AP) — Leaders of a
Presbyterian church that was barred from hir—
ing a Lesbian minister denounced the denomi—
nation for failing to change its policy on the
ordination of Gays and Lesbians.
The Rev. Anthony J. Ricciuti, a co—pastor of
the Downtown United Fresbyterian Church in
Rochester, called the denomination‘s decision
to conduct a three—year study on homosexuality
"a travesty."
The issue of homosexuals and the Presbyte—
rian church has been "studied long enough,"
Ricciuti said Tuesday. "This is a travesty not
e only ofour deliberative process, but ofthe Gos—
pel itself. We are ashamed of the decision."
The General Assemblyof the Presbyterian
Church (U.S.A.), meeting in Orlando, Fla., on
June 7 reaffirmed the church‘s ban on the ordi—

.

mg

nation of Gays and Lesbians but authorized a
three—year study of the issue.
The Downtown United Presbyterian Church
still wants to hire the Rev. Jane Spahr, who is a
Lesbian, as a co—pastor, Ricciuti said.
The church‘s hiring of Spahr was blocked
last year by the denomi—nation‘s highest judi—
cial body.
On June 8, the General Assembly voted 268—
226 to urge President Clinton and Congress "to
end all discrimination on the basis of sexual ori—
entation in the U.S. military." They also con—
demned Colorado‘s anti—Gay rights law.
But delegates defeated a resolution urging
Presbyterian churches where scouting programs
meet to allow Gays as scout leaders and mem—
bers.

NOTICE:

Deadline for August TIN — July 15
Publication Date: July 31
Mail or Fax News Releases, letters
calendar items, or contributions to:

| 1-800-5460621

Triangle Journal News
P.O. Box 11485 « Memphis, TN 38111—0485
Phone (901) 454— 141 1 — FAX:(901) 367— 28397
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Hello Boys, Girls, Fags and
Freaks!
As we go to press, it‘s time for
the 4th of July, so let‘s start out
with a little fireworks.
I was honored to meet Lady A
in person. I was sorry we were
unable to have tea together. I was
hoping to see you in a new outfit.
You know how we fashion critics
are. I do help your outfit makes it
back on the windows before win—
ter sets in. It just might get a little
nippy in the months to come. As
for the coverage of the Pride pa—
rade, I made channels 2, 4, and 5
and a lot of photos. How about you
Lady A? PS: Don‘t forget my
name. It‘s not hard. Just say
"Bitch." That‘s me.
Parade and Such
Well, our 700 people rallied on
Legislative Plaza and then
marched to Centennial Park. It was
Wood Faeries, Dykes on Bikes,
Straight but not Narrow, and a lot
of fun—lovingpeople. (That means
you, Freddie.) We were small, but
loud. "2—4—6—8 and you thought
Tennessee was straight!" "NOT!"
The rally was very educational.
Yours truly even learned a little.
Red Wing made a few points on
the sodomy law that I mentioned
last month. She was quoted as say—
ing," Don‘t think that if you disas—
sociate yourself from the drag
queens of the leather dykes you
will be safe. The faggot, the queer,
and the dyke may be on the front
line, but once they get them, they
will come after you."
Red Wing was right on! They
will go after all the freaks first, then
they go after you. No one will be
safe. So be sure to do your part.
Join the Speak Out Coalition for

points: First, was that Ms. Roberta
Achtenberg should be removed
from office. Second was that the
tape showed what bad and im—
moral people we are. As for Miss
Achtenberg,
in my book
any man or
woman who
can go that
far in the
workplace,
raise a child,
be proud, and
have a lover
for
five
y e a rs ——
speaks for it—
self.
Mr. Kimmie Satin
F a l w e 11
wanted people to send letters to
their congressperson to put pres—
sure on President Clinton to have
Ms. Achtenberg removed from of—
fice. That truly is sad that he can
hate a person because of his or her
sexual orientation. God loves ev—
erybody. So should Mr. Falwell.
Drag Queens and Such
Well, you should have been
there at the Miss Tennessee—at—
Large contest. Now, girl there
were some strange competition. I
never saw so many beads on one
dress. Miss Newton was wonder—
ful. She represented Miss USA—at—
Large very well. I took lots of
lovely pictures but it turns out my
camera was broke. Thanks,
Cubbie! Our winner was Miss
Deena Cass, first runner—up was
Martina Desire, and honorable
mention went to Sha—Sha Glamore
of Birmingham, Alabama. As for
Miss Continental, I had a lovely
time. Miss Daniell Hunter won.
she was at her best ever. Dracula

Justice, or partici—
pate any other way
you see fit. Make
your voice heard.
Gay Rights
/
Lady A was one />
of the speakers at
the rally. She gave a
very good speech
along with many
others. All jokes
aside, we need more
people like this. She
made her voice Faeries From Hell
heard in our com—
_ munity and that is what we need was wonderful. Miss Karen of
more of—people saying, "I‘m Gay Chicago was first runner—up. Miss
and proud of it."
Pebbles and Christin Paige got two
When I heard the speakers, the thumbs up.
one thing I remember was some—
Now for the dirt. Some one told
thing I saw on TV the other day. me that a certain big girl was
Jerry Falwell was in rare form. I rigged. Now, girls don‘t get ugly,
never knew one person could be but I did love the way Deena
so full of hate and anger. His views smiled with that trophy. I remem—
were very narrow and close— ber that trophy from somewhere
" —nfinded. He was showing parts of else. Now I remember. Didn‘t she
the March on Washington. He said give it back to someone? Alright
they were unethical. What I saw for recycling!
Last month I made a statement
~ was a very big show of love and
affection. Mr. Falwell made two as a joke. Some people took it the
12—The Triangle Journal News — July 1993

wrong way. For that, I am truly

sorry. But I would like everyone
to know I am not prejudiced
against anyone. In my column I
have tried not to hurt anyone‘s
feehngs As for others, maybe they
should learn the
same. I might be new
at journalism, but I
do the best I can. I
would say I am really
not a bitch but I heard
someone say that be—
fore. Besides, I am a
bitch. But a lovely
one. Love, Ya.

Jungle
Gritty
Tok.
306 4TH AVE SOUTH, NASHVILLE |
SUNDAY SPECIALS
1—7 PM: 31 CAN BEER
TUESDAY & THURSDAY NIGHTS
PITCHERS $3, 8PM—1AM
WEDNESDAYS

—

BEER BUST, 8—1 1PM

HAPPY HOURS
Bar Scene —
The Chute has
Ryan Idol cumming
on the 4th of July and
on the 11th, Miss Carmella
Marcella Garcia and Devin J.
Michaels are bringing their vari—
ety show.
The Silver Stirrup is doing very
lovely.
The Gaslight is going strong
with Cyndy, Dan and Lisa.
Chez Colette‘s is still the place
to be for girls and they love me.
The NewJuanita‘s has a lovely
new look and I went by to play vol—
leyball and get a buzz. Both were
a success.
TheJungle Lounge is the place
to be for agood show with Cookie
and Steve. As for food, Pam makes
a great taco salad.
Victor/Victoria‘s has Miss
Sabera Patton back for a little
while until she gets drunk and gets
mean with Denise.
At the Warehouse II, Ted has
a new light show and a good show
because they have me on Tuesday
night with Bianca Paige.
Blu‘s Crazy Cowboy has a very
good beef stew and don‘t forget
Nashville CARES night,
Thursday, July15.
New Bars
Pyramids has a great
, light show, a very good
@ sound system, and a
very nice job was done
; on the Egyptian art.
David is doing good.
Keep it up. Hey,
Frankie.
¥nonah‘s—Dave‘s
new bar has more beer
specials than you can
shake a stick at. You go,
Dave.
Connections—Well, all I know
is July — around the 15th. We are
going to party our ass off. See you
there.
Well, it‘s time to say goodbye.
I‘m trying to get ready for Mem—
phis. Hope you guys like little old
me. Hey, Tommy. See you soon.
As for the rest of Memphis—hope
you like skin and hair because I‘m
going to show you all I‘ve got. And
while I‘m there, keep in mind that
I‘m in the market for a husband.
_ Love Ya,
Kimmie Satin
"Spider Woman"

SUNDAY—THURSDAY, 4—7PM: 2—FOR—1
FRIDAY & SATURDAY, 4—8PM: 2—FOR—1

SHOW NIGHTS

©

WEDNESDAY: TALENT—BE A STAR
FRIDAY & SATURDAY:

_

BARBARA DE ANGELO
~

STEVAN »COOKIE

OUR KITCHEN IS ALWAYS OPEN!
HORS D‘OEUVRES EVERY DAY
OYSTERS ON THE HALF SHELL « BREADED OYSTERS
STUFFED CRAB « BUFFALO SHRIMP
COME N GET IT!

Metro

News

World‘s Largest Adult Bookstore
We Carry All Monthlies
Plus— All New Gay Monthlies

822 Fifth Avenue South
Nashville, TN
Phone (615) 256—13 10

Open 24 Hours

When

time‘s

running short

and so

.

is your money.

Discover financial freedom
with Funds for Life.
We‘re here to help anyone facing the financial
challenges of living with an incurable illness.
Life Funding Corporation is prepared to
confidentially purchase your life insurance
policy so that you can have your money now .
when you really need it.

Together we can realize your dreams of better
quality health care and more fulfilling
experiences of life.
For information call 1—800—456—8799.
Your call will be confidential.

.

LIEE FUNDING CORPORATION:
Funds For Life.
8300 DUNWOODY PLACE ¥ SUITE 220 A ATLANTA, GA 30350
(404) 518—8830 ¥ (800) 456—8799 A FAX: (404) 518—9663
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thegpromlses ofeternal life are first revealecTtous, we see everything so clearly. And We —»
becomeexcited with the prospect ofliving in the lightofthat revelation, because we seem to be
aligned with God and his will. All is well with the world.

When

But living day to day oftencauses us to loose our perspective, and our vision begins to dim with
our old way of thinking — relying on ourselves to accomplish our goals. We forget that ifwe
simply seek God‘s guidance — making his will our goal — ourlives become easier.
Is it time to refocus? Ifyou are feeling like you just cant getit right, you may only need to reopen
your eyes — and your heart.

SERVICES:
SUNDAYS 9:45 A.M. 11:00 A.M. & 6:30 P.M.
WEDNESDAYS 7:00 P.M.
PASTOR — REV. ETHAN PRUETT

HOLY TRINITY COMMUNITY CHURCH
2323 MONROE AVENUE |
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE 38104
901/726—9443
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Free, (615) 780—8415

gaysprim Christian

net x8

jt ~y061,11 M

For Prayer, Counseling

of Info Call: (615) 227—1448

“1,51&3st Good News for
Everyone

Gay
Switchboard
728—GAYS
7:30 — 11:00
Nightly
Information,

"Your Car is Safe in Our Hands"
This Space Available for Sate

Counseling,

(Some faestrictions Mpply)

Referral

S & R Body Works

LGontact:

2052 Clifton
Memphis, TN 38127
(901) 353—4604
Sandy George, Owner

Uincexut Hats: — (F901) 320—901S5
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. Strength — For Living
CHAPS
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§
. Potn Stitwetlt or Allen Cesk — (901) 4541411

AService of the
Memphis Gay & Lesbian
Community Center
Space donated as a public service of
the Triangle Journal News.

Decadence Manor
J.L. Douglas — Owner

Hour:
M — F 10 — 6

(901) 272—7451
1655 Madison Avenue

Sat.

10 —6

Memphis, TN38104

Sun.

12—6|

Lederwerx
Jerry Moffit — Owner

MEMPHIS
LEATHER BAR
HRS : MON—SUN 2:00 P.M. — 3:00 A.M.
1382
POPLAR
PH: (901) 726—5263
MEMPHIS,
TN 38104
LEVI

Memphis Community Calendar — July 1993
Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday
* Cotton Pickin‘
Squares, Prescott
Memorial Bapt.,
7pm

Friday
* MGLCC Monthly
Meeting, 6pm
* Southern Country
Dance Lessons,
Reflections, 9pm

11
INDEPENDENCE |« Feast For Fnends
DAY
Call 272—0855 for
Fb'valtv Cow information

945m, Worship
|* ACT UP Memphis
Services, 11am,6:30pm Meeting, Meristem,
We“?/A W
ta |7pm
| Benefit, mpg-u,
os |

[7:30pm

Trinity Community

2

38

* Southern Country |< Gay Vets, 1517
|Hoe—Down, Ipm,
Court #4, 7pm
Reflections
* Mid South Men‘s

|7pm

Council General

|« Southern Country Church, 7:30pm

|+ Mark Goff

Council Meeting,

Dance Lessons,
Reflections, Spm
$*
i>

Memorial Benefit,
J—Wag‘s, 11pm
|: =>
—;
as

|+ Cruisers Softball
Game, Call
|458—6023 for info

%
a

* Holy Trinity
Community Church,
See Above
_

AmﬁiﬁéﬂiHalloween Party
Organizational
Meeting, Red Cross
Building, 2pm
* Lambda Men‘s
Chorus Concert, St.
John United
Methodist, 3pm 11

Prescott Memorial
Baptist Church, .—
7—i0pm
f

|

{

* Cruisers Softball
Game, Call
458—6023 for
x2
12]
1 Slinfo
14 x
, 1. 5
j
16
17
__.;
| » Southern Country 1+ Mature
* Sports Assn., Call |» Cotton Pickin‘
* Feast For Friends, » integrity/Memphis,
* Holy Trinity
Community Church, Call 272—0855 for my ing Service, 458—6023
Squares, Prescott Dance Lessons,
Memphlans 1517
Sunday School,
information
spin
Dunner. * Bible Study, Holy Memorial Bapt.,
Reflections, Ipm
Court #4, 7pm
9:45am, Worship
|« Male Order
apc
Trinity Community |7pm
Services, 11am,
Strippers,
Memphs Lambda
Church, 7:30pm
6:30pm
Reflections, 11pm Men‘s Chorus, Prescott |+ Cruisers Softball
* Women Writers‘
"SoghemCounuy
[Game, Call
Support Group,
Dance Lessons,
458—6023 for info
Meristem, 6pm
Reflections, dpm
18|

=

19]

* Holy Trinity
Community Church,
Sunday School,
9:45am, Worship
Services, 11am,
6:30pm
* Lambda Men‘s
Chorus MGLCC —
Benefit Concert,
HTCC, 8pm
25,

CoM M u NIT Y C ENT ER.

_ The Memphis
A
a
2
seg
"Gay and Lesbian
&
\
* MGLCC Potluck, —
HTCC, 7pm
\
cepfe,
te
[e
Community
10]
5|
6
7
8
v 9
Center
* Memphis Lambda | Sports Assn., Call |« Copy & Ad
* Southern Country
WATCH FOR OUR
Men‘s Chorus,
458—6023
Deadline for
Dance Lessons,
NEW LOCATION
Prescott Memorial, |« Friends for Life
August ‘93 TJN
|Reflections, Ipm
7:30pm
Annual Mig., Red |« Cotton Pickin‘
:
(901) 728—GAYS
* Southern Country Cross Bldg., 6pm Squares, Prescott
INFO 278—7690
Dance _Lessons. * Biole Study, Holy Memorial Bapt.,
Reflections, 8pm
Trinity Community (7pm
>
Space donatedasapublicservice
Church, 7:30pm
x*
ofthe TriangleJournalNews.

$1366m. C
|

* MemphisLambda ® SportsAssn Call * Cotton Pickin‘
Men‘s Chorus,
458—6023
Squares, Prescott
Prescott Memorial, |« Bible Study, Holy Memorial Bapt.,

—

Saturday
|« Pipettes
"Hollywood Cares —
Understands"
Benefit,
|10—11:30pm,
Pipeline
* Lambda Men‘s
‘Chorus Concert,.St.
Peter‘s Picnic

20]
* Memphis Lambda
Men‘s Chorus,
Prescott Memorial,
7:30pm
* Southern Country
DanceLessons,
Reflections, 8pm

21
|« Sports Assn., Call
458—6023
|« Bible Study, Holy
Trinity Community
Church, 7:30pm
|+ Cruisers Softball
Game, Call
458—6023 for info

22
|» Cotton Pickin‘
Squares, Prescott
Memorial Bapt.,
|7pm

28
*+ August ‘93 TJN
|Due Out
—
| Southern Country
Dance Lessons,
Reflections, pm
.

24]
— Mid south Men‘s
Council "Anger,
grief, Shame
|Workshop," 8am,
Call 367—9863
s

f
~26);
rem

.— _ 27

28

29] _

30|

381

FRIENDS FOR LIFE
HIV RESOURCES
321 BELLEVUE
P.O. BOX 40389
MEMPHIS, TN
38174—0389
(901) 278—AIDS
Information, Referrals,
Client Services,
Support Groups,
Food Pantry
Apublicserviceofthe TriangleJournalNews
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Gay Teens Come To Terms With Their
Sexual Orientation
TENNESSEE
Editor‘s Note: "Dear Mom, I‘m a subjects ranging from sexual absti— myself. I don‘t have to feel like I‘ m
homosexual. Ill be home around 10 nence to the diversity of sexual ori— faking my personality."
Gay Phone Personals
San Francisco psychotherapist
entation.
tonight. Love, Keith." The note,
School programs vary widely in Paul Gibson said Gay students sorely
Meet the boy next door in our local Tennessee
posted on a refrigerator door, was one
need
the
acceptance
of
peers
and
material
and
scope.
Many
try
to
help
youth‘s way of opening up about his.
.section. Or search the country for your type of
Gay teens feel less isolated and sen— teachers.
homosexuality. For many teen—agers,
guy in one of our specialty categories Cu
"The problem isn‘t their sexual
though, secrecy and isolation prevail. sitize their teachers and heterosexual
"talking personals."
orientation, but rather society‘s re—
Some educators say schools should classmates.
sponse
to
that.
And
schools
are
a
key
Among the approaches being tried:
help these students come to terms with
—California‘s Morgan Hill Uni— place where Gay kids can get support
their sexual orientation.
({non—dating)
fied School District has placed a Gay and an understanding of who they
RIENDSHIP
help line number on student identifi— are," said Gibson, who has worked
By Debra Hale
with 400 to 500 Gay and bisexual
cation cards.
Associated Press Writer
—Philadelphia faculty members youths.
Gibson believes schools have
are offered a five—day workshop called
CHICAGO (AP) — Spat upon by
Equity in an Era of Diversity. One day failed to protect Gay youngsters. "I
classmates and estranged from his
is devoted to issues affecting Gay stu— know that schools have been moving
parents, a 14—year—old boy sought to
in that direction, but there are still a
dents.
deal with his homosexuality by cross—
—Chicago schools offer eighth— lot of schools where homophobic re—
dressing for school and roaming the
and ninth—graders a family life course marks are still allowed t§go by."
streets at night.
Still, many people oppose any dis—
examining homosexuality. Parental
Then he considered suicide.
consent is required. Teachers are of— cussion of homosexuality in schools.
"I had told a school counselor ...
In New York, a grade—school Gay 8
fered AIDS and family—life training
and an assistant principal that there
awareness teaching guide sent a
programs.
was something in my life I was deal—
—And in Los Angeles, Gay stu— Queens school board into virtual re—
ing with and I was contemplating sui—
volt last year.
dents can join support groups.
cide," said Chkalan, who would not
The Children of the Rainbow cur—
Project 10 Handbook, a resource
give his last name for fear of persecu—
directory available to Los Angeles riculum originally required that tol—
tion.
teachers, guidance counselors and erance for Gay parents be taught as
His homosexuality "was some—
parents, offers a lesson plan on name— early as the first grade. Books like
thing they did not want to hear about,
_Daddy‘s Roommate and Heather Has
calling in the classroom.
they did not want to address at all,"
The plan asks students to brain— Two Mommies were on an optional
he said.
storm derogatory names, then catego— reading list.
Seven years later, Chkalan has ac—
The city‘s education chief, Joseph
rize them according to racial, ethnic,
cepted his sexual orientation without
Fernandez, backed the teaching plan.
sexual or religious bias.
being consumed by it, he said. And
"Make students aware that all Death threats followed, as did the
he is preparing to become a teacher
not to renew
name—calling involves prejudice and school board‘s decision
in a far different educational system,
his
contract.
the
of
none
that
is equally bad. State
one where Gay awareness programs
The curriculum was withdrawn for
listed names is acceptable in your
are joining reading, writing and arith— classroom," wrote the plan‘s author, revision and remains in flux.
metic in schools from New York to
And in Utah, the state Board of
Virginia Uribe. She founded Project
Los Angeles.
said school curricula
Education
10 for the Los Angeles Unified School
Advocates say such programs ease
should not include acceptance of ho—
District.
the deadening and sometimes deadly
Uribe conducts teacher workshops mosexuality as a desirable lifestyle.
isolation felt by many young homo— and sets up support groups for Gay
Matt Freeman, of the Washington—
sexuals.
students. Staffers volunteer to speak based People for the American Way,
It is not known how many schools
to student groups and classes about
have programs for Gay students, but
Continued on page 27
homosexuality.
they gained momentum in 1989 after
"Basically the needs of Gay and
the U.S. Department of Health and
Lesbian students in the public educa— —
Human Services reported Gay teens
tional system have not been met,"
were up to three times more likely to
Uribe said. "It‘s one of the great trag—
attempt suicide than their hetero—
ediés in public education."
sexual peers.
"Theyre like a forgotten part of
"We need to teach tolerance and
the teen population," said Laura
acceptance of people who may be dif—
of family life—

lFORMS
inlLlTARYIUN
R 25
YOUNG/UNDE
S
PHONE FRIEND
ED
lNEXPERlENC
S
BODYBUILDER
S
RELATlONSHIP
BLACK GUYS
S/X—DRESS __
MARRIED/BIY
WRESTLERS
COUPLES
LEATHER
LATINS —
ASIANS
BEARS
HAIRY
HIV+
h
f
AMOS
25/m|n._
.
s
h
5
2
3
3
4
5
4
1-900
Must be 18; Touch—tone Required; PEI, PO. Box 19149, Wash DC 20036

ferent than we are," said Kevin Gogin,
director of support services for Gay
youths in the San Francisco school
district.
Critics counter that the programs
encourage Gay lifestyles and have no
place in public schools.
"Given the documented unhappi—
ness of the Gay lifestyle, you would
not want to steer kids into that. You‘d
want to scare a kid away from it, not
toward it," said Robert H. Knight, di—
rector ofcultural studies for the Wash—
ington—based Family Research
Council.
The 2.1 million—member National
Education Association has recom—
mended since the late 1980s that ev—
ery school district provide counseling
for students struggling with their
sexual orientation. In 1992, the NEA‘s
policy group approved a—resolution
saying sex education should include
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Johnson, facilitator
AIDS education programs for Chi—
cago Public Schools.
Wayne Steward, an 18—year—old
Gay senior from Fairfax County, Va.,
said society isolates young Gays.
"We talk about the issues facing
Blacks. We talk about the issues fac—
ing women. But when it comes to
Gays, it‘s an issue not talked about
very much. And when it is talked
about, it‘s talked about in a very nega—
tive manner," said Steward, who at—
tends Thomas Jefferson High School
for Science and Technology.
Students there can study about
homosexuality in family—life courses,
and school policy forbids verbal
abuse. _ .
3
Steward, who had endured name—
calling for years, said he realized he
was Gay at age 11."
Recently‘he spoke of his homo! iy
sexuality at a televised school board
meeting. Now, he said: "I can be more

Come party with the boys!
All night — every Sunday night!
All—male revue, 7 p.m. ‘til 5 a.m.
BYOB [two—drink minimum]
MEN [& women] welcomed!
700 Division St., Nashville
Across from Frugal MacDougals
(615) 259—9161
[18 or over — I.D.required] :**

The Well—Traveled Gossip
Well, we heard about a certain
upcoming benefit show and we
were pleased to offer our services.
We also were delighted to put in
the rehearsal time necessary to res—
urrect an old dinosaur for said ben—
efit. We had even considered shav—
ing. We were not a little surprised
that our nemesis from the Nash—
ville edition had been asked to
come down to perform. We do
hope there is a sergeant—at—arms
from Women of Leather stationed
in the dressing room.
Quick Quips
&
Memphis received a special
commendation from the Nashville
Pride Committee for having the
best representation of any Tennes—
see city outside Nashville.
We think that when Mayor
Herentondeclined to be present at
the Memphis Pride/March it was

the first polite response of any kind
Pride organizers have ever re—
ceived from a mayor of Memphis.
A polite negative is better than
being ignored.
s
Friends of the late Mark Goff
will hold a beneﬁt celebrating his
life on July 8 at/J—Wag‘s at 11 pm.
DeDe Starr, Bubbie Abernathy
and Trixie Thunderpussy are in
C/harge and the proceeds will go
foward deffaying funeral ex—
penses.
2
:
The Lambda Men‘s Chorus has
a very busy July with concerts at
the St. Peter Picnic on the 3rd, St.
John‘s Methodist on the 11th and
Holy Trinity on the 25th. We are
everywhere.
One of the first messages we
had for the Nashville Pride partici—
pants was that, though many folks
insist that they are "just like ev—

erybody else" we insist that we are
not just like everybody else: But
all of us working together to de—
mand civil rights is what this
movement is all about, ne cest
pas? We will be loud and write let—
ters and march and give money so
you can adopt children if you like,
whether we care to or not. But
kindly do not expect moi to dress
to pass. We come to these func—
tions to be noticed, not ignored.
Our dear sisters of Aphrodite
have done it again, raising over
$2,500 toward PLWA services.
They are scheduling even more
shows than before, and doing more
good thereby.
The Women Writers support
group meets at Meristem this
month and an African—American
Lesbian support group is in forma—
tion.
Don‘t miss the return of the
Pipeline/Pipette Independence
Daybenefit on July 3. Many of
your favorite performers will be
there. Proceeds go to Friends For
Life.
s
ACT—UP Memphis will be hav—
ing an organizational meeting at
Meristem on Monday, July 5, at 7
pm.
A volunteer meeting for this
year‘s High Heels, High Hats and
High Times Halloween Party is
scheduled for July 11th at the Red
. Cross. Benefits Friends For Life.
MaleOrder Review will appear
at J—Wag‘s on July 19th.
Memphis Pride Update
Three events were held in honor
of Pride Week this year. The an—
nual Expo was sparsely attended
due to adverse weather. Next year,
it will be back at the MGLCC and

partially indoors. Supporters of this
year‘s Expo were: Alliance,
Gypsy‘s, the Cotton Pickin‘
Squares, the Lambda Men‘s Cho—
rus, F.U.N. Parties, the G&L
Sports Association, Speak Out,
Brothers and Sisters Bowling
League and SPIT (ask a bowler
about it) and also the Pride Com—
mittee. Chaps provided the
space in their side parking lot.
A Pink Flea Market was held
the following day at the Hut.
Saturday evening, over 300
people enjoyed the 13th An—
nual Gay/Lesbian Pride River
Ride. Well over $1,000 was
raised to help the MGLCC
and Switchboard move into
their new quarters. Thanks to
Southern Country Memphis for
providing the entertainment and
Steve Smith for providing the
country dance music (on short no—
tice, atthe last minute, no less).
Sally seemed to keep the crowd
dancing endlessly and there was
plenty to drink. It has been sug—
gested that an underwriter be found
for a live band to return to next
year‘s boat ride and also an up—
grade to the huge Memphis Show—
boat. Thanks to Reflections, J—
Wag‘s and the Pipeline for offer—
ing discounts to Boat ticket hold—
ers.
Sunday afternoon‘s March
_
drew a crowd of about 125, a
goodly number veterans of
marches in Nashville and Wash—
ington. Some groups represented
were Meristem, ACT—UP, NOW,
members of First Congregational
Church, GOCS, Human Beings
Care from Jackson, members of
Tsarus, Friends For Life, MSU
GALA, Gay and Lesbian Ameri—
can Indians and lots of good people
with lots of pretty rainbow flags.
Our African—American brothers

66
e‘s gut.

Hud mein Haar tot a big

job.

\ —Brunnhilde van Valkyrie

TOWN

HAIR

Mamestruns 4 Aum or Us

1926 Manson at Tucaer

Davin Jerrcees
#*%

(901) 278—2199
s

(across reo HMusy‘s)
_Memrus, TN 38104

and sisters were present as well as
several wheelchair participants.
Pride comes in all kinds of pack—
ages. Fancy Goodman headed up
the procession wearing a leopard
jacket in memory of Billie Jo Ca—
s Ino.
Visi —

colection of important and inter—
esting video, audio and print
records of noteworthy local events.
If you can‘t just drop that date to
view any of these, there will be a
series of workshops given in con—
junction with the new Lavender
University to showcase our Gay
and Lesbian history, with an em—
phasis on local events.
Do us a favour. Donate a
subscription to a mainstream
community news magazine
(Christopher Street, Our
World, Lambda BookReview)
so that more people in the com—
munity will have access to this
information—and also to their
pride in out talented writers and
observers.

tors came from Jackson, TN; Lou—
isville, Kentucky; and several lo—
cations in Arkansas. The rain held
off long enough forthe rally to get
good and started and certainly kept
us cooler than either of the other
marches we stomped around in this
year. _
Thanks to Ménage, the Pipeline
and Chaps for holding pride—re—
lated cookouts and such on Sun—
day. Thanks also to Dabbles,
Decadence Manor/Lederwerx,
Meristem, Mid—Town Hair and
Star Search Video for selling Boat
Ride tickets.
Next year, everything will be
bigger and better.

Warm Fuzzy Department
Courage lives in the least likely
of places. This month‘s winner,
Widener, Arkansas.

Unlooked—For Friends
Department
We are eternally amazed by
who and where our friends are. We
never figured we would be stop—
ping in at Nikita, a small saloon at
Peabody and Cooper, after the
march. As we passed Peabody
Ave., their customers all turned out
to—wave and yell. One joined us.
Afterwards, the contingent from
the Hut returned there and we fol—
lowed. We were delighted with the
warmth we found and were pre—
sented with a banner which the bar
had displayed welcoming the
Rainbow Rally. One just never
knows, now does one. These are
our non—Gay/Lesbian friends inter—
acting and accepting us and every—
one is getting along fine. Isn‘t that
what all the shouting is about?
MGLCC Corner
At last, at last. The MGLCC is
— reopening in a new space August
1 (see story pg. 1). Did you miss
— it? Well, drop by and find out about
all, of the wonderful programs,
events and goodies they are plan—
ning. It is easy to find: it is between
Barbara‘s and WKRB on Madison
Ave. right next to Tandy Leather. —
There is ample parking and plenty
of space. Included in the facilities
returning to the space is a new

Dear Miss Thing fron Nash—
ville,
Snookums.
We must admit that your
mode of attire at the Pride pa—
rade was noticable and very cool
(what there was of it). Sorry
there wasn‘t time to take lunch,
We‘ll have to get together (when
we guest in Nashville) and do
Bosom Buddies or something
else tasteful. Perhaps when we
come upto review the new sa—
loons.
Most tender regards, __
Lady A.
Pageant Update
Congratulations to:
Miss
Dreamgirl—Tiare
Newsome
Miss Black Gay Memphis—
Contessa Buchanan
Queen of Memphis—Hetti
McDaniels
Miss Black Mid—America will
be chosen at the Apartment Club
on July 18.
Final Round
This goes for anyone from the
dogcatcher on up, from Congress
on down.
,
If you don‘t like ‘em, if they
don‘t respond to your letters, if
they don‘t do what wewant,
VOTE THE BASTARDS
OUT!
You don‘t have to be out to vote
out, you don‘t have to be out to
campaign or volunteer for an op—
ponent.
Don‘t just bitch, VOTE THE
BASTARDS OUT!
Ta,ta.
Lady A.
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Nunn:

On—Base, Off—Base

Behawor

Can‘t Be Separated

By JimPress
AbramsWriter
Associated
WASHINGTON (AP) — Sen.
SamNunnsaysturningablindeyeto
openly
Gay
off—basewouldlifestyles
for
military
personnel
be
equiva—
lent totaking
a hands—offattitude on
off—base
druguse.
Nunn,Services
chairman
of the Senate
Armed
Committee,
reiter—by
ated
his
oppositionto
aproposal
Rep.BarneyFrankthatwouldletGay

andLesbianmilitarypersonnelmain—
tain
assexualityon—base.
longan openly
as theyGaydid lifestyle
not declareoff—base
their
Nunn opposes lifting the ban
againstGaysandLesbiansinthemili—
tary,buthassaidhecould
livewithain
compromise
—
now
effectively
place—underwhichrecruitsarenot
questioned
abouttheirsexual
prefer—
ences
when
they
enlist
and
aredonotal—
lowedtoserveaslongasthey
makeanopendisplayoftheirsexual—

ity—on
oroffbase.
"IfyoutookRep.Frank‘sproposal
and
you said that nothing off base
matters,youwouldreverseeverything
about
the code
of30military
justice,"
Nunn
said
May
on
NBC‘s
Meet
thePress.
Heinsaidthe the1970shands—offpolicy
was
tried
"based
on
a
mili—
tarycourtofappealsdecisionthatoff—
base
drug use would not be
prosecuted.Thatwasadisasterforthe
military.Itwasanabsolutedisaster."

Nunn also responded to remarks
in interviews in which Frank, who is
openly Gay, accused the conservative
Georgia Democrat ofbeing "obsessed
with sex" and on "an anti—Gay witch
hunt."
"I appreciate Rep. Frank trying to
enhance my dull image, but in terms
of the obsession with sex, I‘m not in
Barney‘s league, I would say, so I‘m
not trying to compete in that arena,"
Nunn said.
Frank and Nunn have both moved
toward a "don‘t ask, don‘t tell" com—
promise in which the military would
allow Gays to serve if they kept their
personal lives pri—

imb‘ded
.-Il-II-II-II-II-lI-lI-Il-lI-II-II-|I-lI-lI-Il-II-ll-II-ll-Il-II-Il-Il-II-ll-ll-Il-Il-l' gate
codes
y military
s
of conduct.. But
Nunn
says
Frank‘s attempt to
separate off—base
and on—base be—
havior goes be—
yond that and
would
create
"safe havens" for
homosexual acts
away from the job:
L
Nunn said his
proposal wouldn‘t
change the current
l£"
-I.I.-ll-Il-Il-Il-ll

PV.RAMIDS
MonpAy¥:
HAPPY Hour FROM 4 —8
TUESDAY:
.50 CENT DRAFT... ALL NIGHT LONG

II-ﬂ-_Il-lI-II-Il-II-I|-ll-

WEDNESDAY:
KICKER DANCIN‘ (TRANSLATION?
CounTRY NigHT!)
THURSDAY:
ImpoRrT NicHt. ALL imPorRTs .50
CENTS OFF
FRIDAY:
RAVE,RETRO,TECHNO, TRANCE.
ALEN SPINS THE GAMUT TILL GAM
SATURDAY:
SACRIFICE YOURSELF TO THE BEAT
ONCE AGAIN.
SUNDAY:
TEA DANCE! THE HOTTEST soOUNDS
IN HOUSE FROM 2. ‘TIL MIDNIGHT!

AT OF JUW
Afternoon Cookout!
Come watch the fireworks with us!.

The ONLY lightshow in Nashville!
704 414 AVENUE. EE N A S UVILUE, TEN NESS EL
1 =P. 0.
—C 4 4
(EIE)

|

Panel

Of

Acs

ban on Gays. "What we would basi—
cally say to the military is, ‘Don‘t go
out and investigate people‘s private
behavior that is done behind closed
Mrs.’l’

He

added:

"Should

we

have

tery or, for that matter, looking for ho—
mosexual

conduct

that

is

done

between consenting adults in private?
Absolutely not. The military has got
too much to do to get involved in that
kind of investigating technique."
Nunn,

who

has

been

accused

said: "It seems there are some people
in

the

Gay and

Lesbian

movement

who believe that when you are losing
the argument you simply start calling

people

names.

I‘m

not. going

to

nmin

en—

gage in that."
David Smith, a spokesman for the

Campaign for Military Service, a Gay
rights

group,

tempting

to

accused

justify

a

Nunn
policy

of "at—
that

is

clearly guided by his view of morality."
"Sen. Nunn acknowledged that he
is supporting a discriminatory policy
that tolerates anti—Gay prejudice, and
by

default,

maintains a second—class

status for Gay men and Lesbians who
currently serve or will serve in the fu—
ture," Smith said in a statement.

Calls

Lesbian

For

Discharge

Officer

By Elizabeth Weise
Associated Press Writer |

ase

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — A Navy reservist who
declared in January that she is a Lesbian should be hon—
orably discharged from the service, a pane! of three of—
ficers recommended June 10.
After the announcement, Lt. Zoe Dunning told re—
porters she had done nothing wrong and was "being
persecuted for simply who 1 am."
The hearing in her case came at a time when policy
regarding Gays in the military is
President Clinton promised
longstanding ban on Gays in the
layed the order six months after

in flux.
in January to lift a
armed forces, but de—
the proposal ran into

trouble in Congress. Clinton has ordered Defense Sec—
retary Les Aspin to draft an executive order that would
end the policy by July 15.
Meanwhile, a federal judge in California struck down
the ban as unconstitutional in January and ordered the
Navy to reinstate Petty Officer Keith Meinhold, who
had been discharged after revealing he is Gay.
Dunning, 29, revealed her sexual orientation in Janu—
ary, at a rally in San Francisco in support of Meinhold.
In Dunning‘s case, prosecuting attorney Lt. Kevin
Bruen had argued that the policy excluding Gays re—

mains in place and should be enforced.
But retired Capt. Lawrence J. Korb, assistant secre—
tary of defense during the Reagan administration, testi—
fied on Dunning‘s behalf.
Korb said it was a waste of tax dollars to discharge
Dunning, estimating that the Navy had invested at least
$250,000 in her education and training.
During the hearing, Dunning‘s lawyer, Gregory A.
Bonfiglio, read from a sheaf of awards, recognitions
and positive performance evaluations from her military
file. Several of Dunning‘s co—workers also testified in
her support.

Dunning did six years of active duty after graduat—
ing from the U.S. Naval Academy in 1985. She trans—
& ferred to the reserves in 1991 and is currently a graduate
= student in business. After the January rally, Dunning

I-il-II-II-lI-II-II-Il-L’ was put on unpaid non—dnllmg status, she said.
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bigotry by Gay and Lesbian activists,
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Quick resolution of the issue could

Pentagon Proposal On

matter, because the House Armed
Services Subcommittee on Personnel
is scheduled to craft its version of the
By Susanne M Schafer
"It means that going on Nightline, military budget soon, and depending
AP Military Writer
and saying you‘re Gay, means you‘re . on what the Clinton administration
out," the senior official said.
produces, freshman Rep. Stephen
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
The official declined to state spe— Buyer, R—Ind., may offer an amend—
Pentagon is preparing a proposal to cifically when a final determination ment to make the ban law.
lift the ban against Gays in the mili— of the policy might be made by Aspin
In absence of —an administration
tary that nonetheless labels homo— _ or Clinton.
policy to the contrary, the Republi—
sexual conduct as inconsistent with
"I think we‘re ready to resolve this cans have the votes to codify the pro—
military service.
and get it behind us," Clinton told re— hibition, congressional officials
The plan would allow homosexu— porters June 22. "I hope that it‘ll hap— indicated.
als to serve as long as they do not
speak publicly about their orientation
Silent Protests During Gen.
or actually engage (to the military‘s
knowledge) in homosexual sex. Re—
Powell‘s Harvard Speech
cruits would not be asked their sexual
orientation.
By Jon Marcus — AP Writer
and balloons reading "lift the ban."
Defense Secretary Les Aspm has
Gays Emphasizes Conduct

Flowers

_1 Year Anniversary
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in Poplar Plaza

As Powell spoke, the dais was pro—

— CAMBRIDGE, Mass. (AP) — tected as part ofa security arrangement
Protesters stood on a dais in silent pro— that officials said was tighter than when
test and others carried placards and bal— — heads of state have addressed com—
loons reading "lift the ban" when Gen. mencements.
Colin Powell spoke June 10 amid tight
Twenty—sevenof the people on the
security at Harvard University‘s com— dais, all members of the Harvard class
mencement.
of 1968, stood in silent protest for the
About 200 of 5,812 graduates at duration of Powell‘s speech.
Harvard‘s 342nd commencement,
The university sanctioned a color
along with some faculty, stood up and guard of Gay veterans. They carried an
turned their backs on Powell when he American flag and a rainbow banner
received an honorary law degree before symbolizing the Gay rights movement.
giving his 20—minute speech. Others rose
Powell, in a brief news conference
to cheer him.
after his address, said students had the
Many of about 29,000 people right to protest. "I‘ve spent most of my
wedged into Harvard Yard protested career making sure they had that nght3
with decals, placys, pins, pink ribbons he said.
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made no final decision on the plan, a
compromise long promoted by senior
members of Congress.
"There would be no witch hunts,
no investigations allowed exclusively
to determine one‘s orientation, " said
one senior official, who discussed the
emerging proposal on condition he
not be identified.
The White House suggested June
23 that Clinton now realizes he can‘t
lift the ban completely, as he prom—
ised in the campaign.
"I think he recognizes that it‘s very
difficult if there is no support in Con—
gress," spokeswoman Dee Dee Myers
said.
The official acknowledged that
such an approach would not be wel—
comed by those who have pushedfor
a total lifting of the ban, "but it will
allow President Clinton to say that
people can serve in the military re—
gardless of their orientation."
Clinton‘s early weeks in office
were disrupted by the emotional de—
bate over the issue, and it has hurt his
relationship with the military rank—
and—file.
As yet unanswered, the official
said, was whether an acknowl—
edgement of homosexuality in a
casual conversation or subscribing to
homosexually oriented publications
would constitute "conduct" that could
warrant discharge from the service.
The gist of the proposal was re—
ported June 19 by Scripps—Howard
News Service.
f
That report stated as well that the
four military services have given their
backing to the proposal, stating, "three
features of our former policy have not
changed — the Uniform Code of
Military Justice, the premise that ho—
mosexuality is incompatible with
military service and the criteria for
discharge."
The code bars sodomy.
The practical result of the policy
will be that "homosexuals who keep
their sexual orientation private have
. served and will continue to serve," the
report stated.
The plan closely resembles the
"don‘t ask, don‘t tell" approach put
forward at the suggestion ofSen. Sam
Nunn, D—Ga., chairman of the Senate
Armed Service Committee, after
Clinton ran into heavy congressional
opposition to his plans to lift the 50—
year—old ban on Gays in the military.
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Researchers Report

Modest Progress Toward

AIDS

against a closely related strain, Kahn
reported at the conference.
The progress discussed by Kahn
and Bolognesi dealt solely with vac—
cines intended to protect uninfected
people against infection with the hu—
man immunodeficiency virus, or
HIV, that causes AIDS.
Dr. Jonas Salk, the developer of
thepoliovaccine,andotherresearch—
ers are exploring the possibility of
usingvaccinesinpeopleinfectedwith
HIV to prevent disease symptoms or
reduce
Salktheirseverity.
and his colleagues reported
finding slight improvement in some
laboratory measuresofpatientsgiven
his vaccine when they were already
infected with HIV.
:
Salk‘scelebritycommandedatten—
dance by a large crowd of scientists
and reporters, but experts said his
findings were too preliminary to be
evaluated.
"I don‘t think it‘s oneofthe high—
estprioritythings,"said Myron Essex
of Harvard University. Asked
whether the work would have at—
tractedanyattentionifit hadnotbeen
TriangleJournal News—July 1993

Bolognesi said it is impossible to
say whether a vaccine will be avail—
able by the end ofthe 1990s. Walter
Dowdle ofthe U.S. Centers for Dis—
ease Control and Prevention noted
thatproblemswouldremain even ifa
safe, inexpensive vaccine becomes
available. —
Peoplemaynotchoosetohavethe
vaccine,eitherbecausetheyareafraid
of it or believe they are not at risk,
Dowdle said. "Many years would be
requiredtoreducecurrentprevalence
rates," he said."There are no short
cuts."Nevertheless, he said, "a safe and
effective HIV vaccine is critical for
the control ofthis epidemic."
2
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Ban On Gays In The Military Guaranteed
To Go, Goldwater Predicts
By Mike Robinson Associated
Press Writer

promised to do what he could to help
persuade lawmakers to go along with
the idea.
But Goldwater, who makes a point
of never going back to the Senate he
left in 1986 and regularly takes swipes
at the Christian fundamentalist wing
of the GOP, expressed doubts about
how much he could do as a lobbyist.
"Sitting out the in the desert ... I
don‘t know how much influence I
have," Goldwater told King after a
caller identifying himself as a Gay
lobbyist asked if he would press
former colleagues to vote against the
ban.
On Capitol Hill, key lawmakers
indicated that Goldwater‘s views as
stated in his column were unlikely to
change their minds.
"I certainly would respect his com—
ments," said Sen. Sam Nunn, D—Ga.,
chairman of the Senate Armed Ser—
vices Committee. "I don‘t agree with
it."
Sen. Dan Coats, R—Ind., said
Goldwater "has a history of saying the
unexpected and doing the unex—
pected." He added that Goldwater‘s

WASHINGTON (AP) — Barry
Goldwater, a hero to America‘s con—
servatives since his crusade for the
White House three decades ago, says
the military is sure to drop its ban on
Gays eventually, and it ought to be
soon.
"I think if you left it up the Ameri—
can people the attitude would be, what
the hell, there‘s nothing wrong with a
Gay as long as he doesn‘t misbehave
himself," Goldwater said June 10 on
CNN‘s Larry King Live.
He said his neighbors in Arizona
have little interest in the issue. .
In an opinion column published in
June 10 editions of The Washington
Post, the 85—year—old former senator
said "you don‘t need to be ‘straight‘
to fight and die for your country. You
~ just need to shoot straight."
Goldwater, the 1964 Republican
presidential nominee, has been a sym—
bol of conservatism and his support
for lifting the ban was guaranteed to
get attention for the cause. And he

ACT
"opinion doesn‘t square with the over—
whelming body of evidence."
King reminded Goldwater that he
had once supported restrictions
against Gays in the military.
Goldwater said he had changed his
mind. _
"Since retiring and thinking about
it and realizing that the Constitution
pretty well covers this, and a conser—
vative loves that Constitution ... I just
figured I was barking up the wrong
tree," he said.
In his opinion article, the former
senator who has often peppered his
public remarks with mild profanity
said that "lifting the ban on Gays in
the military isn‘t exactly nothing, but
it‘s pretty damned close."
Goldwater, a former fighter and
bomber pilot, said conservatives who
support the ban ignore their
movement‘s core principle "that gov—
ernment should stay out of people‘s
private lives."
"I think it‘s high time to pull the
curtains on this charade of a policy,"
he wrote.
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Coming Out Of The Closet
In Belgrade, Montana
By Joe Kolman
Bozeman Daily Chronicle
BELGRADE (AP) — Terrence
Doney did more than strut his stuff at
this year‘s Belgrade High School
prom. He flaunted it.
His appearance at the spring dance
with an older, Gay male friend was
the biggest shocker of Doney‘s two
years as the school‘s only openly Gay

student.
The 17—year—old senior says he at—
tended the prom "with the intention
to blow everybody away."
Doney wore a black tuxedo. His
date wore gray.
"We had fun," Doney says. "We
were in the Grand March together.
"I didn‘t want people to think that
just because I was Gay that I could
not go to my high school prom. I did
not want them to think they have a
hold on my life."
Doney‘s life is full of taunting and
conflict. He fights back with self—con—
fidence bordering on arrogance and
with the support of family, friends and __
school officials.
"He marches to a different drum
and I can accept that as long as he goes
by the rules and regulations," says
Belgrade High School Vice Principal
Phil Turk.
Doney says he is on a mission to
" raise the social conscience in this
community of 3,300.
Two years ago, just before mov—
ing from St. Regis to Belgrade to live
with his aunt, Leila Wallace, and her
family, Doney realized he was Gay.
His mother had died when he was a
child. His father‘s whereabouts are
unknown.
Doney hated the school at first
sight, but says he has never been
physically threatened there. People
are less reluctant to Gay—bash in small
communities, he says, because every—
body knows everybody.
And if you mess with Doney,
you‘re also messing with his cousin,
Jami, Leila‘s daughter.
"If anyone makes fun of me or
anything, she‘s the one that threatens
them. She damn near punched a guy‘s
light out one day," Doney says.

"Theyre not going to give him too
much crap because he‘s related to
Jami and he‘s related to me," says
Leila, a school bus driver and and the
city‘s summer recreation director.
No shrinking violet, Doney made
his lifestyle increasingly visible dur—
ing the last year.
While his normal attire includes
combat boots with red hearts and jew—
elry — three earrings and three rings
on his right hand — at times Doney
really steps out.
"I just have my days when I feel
nobody can touch me," he says. He
tells of going to school dressed in red
shorts, black cap with a brooch, jew—
elry—adorned shirt, eye shadow and
lipstick.
He kept fairly quiet during his first
year at Belgrade due to a physical
education class he was required to
take.
"I didn‘t tell them I wasn‘t Gay,
but I didn‘t confirm it either," he says.
But something had to be done
when the class began wrestling.
"I‘m Gay and I don‘t think it‘s
such a good idea if I wrestle these
guys," Doney says he told the gym
teacher. "For one, they don‘t want to
wrestle me."
Doney spent the rest of the class
doing health research.
He admits he enjoys shocking
people.
"It shakes up the sedentary here in
Belgrade and Gallatin County where
people are so used to certain things.
"I more than tested the limits, I
exhausted them," he says.
But some students feel Doney
beats his drum of sexual freedom too
loudly in this school of 460 students.
Doney displays his Gayity "a little
bit more than I‘d like," says junior
Brooke Hensel.
Sophomore class President Jessica
Keil says Doney didn‘t help his cause
by dressing outrageously and attend—
ing the prom.
Doney estimated about half the
student body is neutral about his
sexual preference and the remainder
is evenly split.
Those opposed, however, are very
vocal.
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Other students have called him
"faggot" and "queer," Doney says.
But sometimes groups form "like a
pack of wolves"and the belittling gets
worse.
"When they say things, they really
let it be known. Theyre very vivid."
But it just makes him stronger,
Doney says.
"I wasn‘t going to put on a false
smile for anybody. I was going to live
my life on my own terms."
Doney says he wouldn‘t change a
thingabout his high school career "be—
cause if I did, I wouldn‘t be the per—
son I am today. I like the person I am
today."
He hopes the people of Belgrade
have learned from him.
"I want people to be aware that you
can‘t live in this false reality forever.
I‘m not saying go out and be Gay ...
but I‘m saying that sooner or later
you‘re going to run into somebody
who may be Gay and you‘re going to
have to learn how to accept it."
Doney is leaving the intense spot—
light of Belgrade for the anonymity
of the big city to attend the Art Insti—
tute of Seattle.
It will be nice to disappear while
he studies for a career in visual com—
munications, he says, but Belgrade
has not heard the last of him.
"I really have a lot going for me
and I believe everybody in Gallatin
County will hear more from me,"
Doney says.
"It‘s fun just knowing I‘ve hit a
soft spot in these people. Like me or
hate me, at least I created a memory
that‘s not going to go away."
Gay Teens
Continuedfrom page 19
said his anti—censorship group counted
23 challenges to Gay—related materi—
alsin the nation‘s public schools dur—
ing the 1991—92 school term. Ten
challenged literary selections, includ—
ing Robert Cormier‘s The Chocolate
War and Ed Graczyk‘s Come Back
to the 5—and—Dime, Jimmy Dean,
Jimmy Dean.
The Family Research Council‘s
Knight objects to Gay awareness pro—
grams because he said they take the
view that "you have to educate the
homophobic society so they accept
homosexuality."
Onalee McGraw, director of the
Educational Guidance Institute in
Arlington, Va., said such programs
erroneously assume people are born
or destined to be Gay, straight or bi—
sexual.
McGraw, whose institute exam—
ines philosophical and developmen—
tal issues related to teaching sexuality,
believes environmental factors, not
genetics, cause homosexuality. To
confirm a confused teen—ager‘s sus—
picions that he might be Gay could
cause more confusion and even harm,
she said.
But those involved in Gay aware—
ness programs say lives are at stake.
"Two students have said to me that
if it weren‘t for support services, they
would be dead," said San Francisco‘s
Gogin.
His district offers 10th—graders a
course that teaches "tolerance and re—
spect" but does not condone homo—
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sexuality, said Gogin, apsychothera—
pist.Parentscanexemptchildrenfrom
the course.
San Francisco‘s middle and high
schools also have designated adults
who are sensitive to Gay students‘
needs and trained to watch for poten—
tially suicidal students. The goal is to
keep the students connected with
people whowill listen to them, Gogin
said.
Dr. David Matteson, a psycholo—
gist who teaches family counseling at
Governor‘s State University in Uni—
versity Park, III., said Gay and bi—
sexual teens can be isolated because
"they grow up as a minority in their
own families."
"For the most part," he said,
"they‘re raised in heterosexual fami—
lies, in contrast, for example, to an
African—American who‘s trained from
kindergarten on how to deal with the

white world."
Indeed, Chkalan, aBlacknow liv—
ing in Chicago, said his race became
aburden only after herealized hewas
Gay at age 11. "The isolation deep—
ened," he said.
It was support and understandino

Chkalan was crying out for later as a
teen—ager. "Sometimes you don‘t
need input; you just need to be heard,"
he said.
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Travels With Your Aunt
Eureka Springs Revisted
by Vincent Astor
Everyone‘s Aunt Endora
Once again we traveled through
the beautiful green mountains of
Arkansas to get away from our
© thousand social obligations. We had
another invitation to stop a spell
with our Gay and Lesbian friends in
Eureka Springs—so we went!
Though not on the surface (one
doesn‘t tend to see past the Chris—
tian slogan T—shirts and the Anita
Bryant theatre at first glance), there
— is a thriving and congenial Gay/
Lesbian community in Eureka
Springs. Funny that the town‘s first
heyday was in the original Gay
Nineties. The evidence is all over.
Eureka Springs began as a
mineral spa. Natural springs are
everywhere and the largest, Basin
Spring, produced so much mineral
water that it could be bottled and
sold. A town grew up around these
springs which has a fascinating
history. First a spa, then a summer
— retreat, then an artists‘ colony, now
a dual—natured pleasant place to
visit.
Dual—natured does not mean
bisexual—allow moi to explain. As
luck would have it, the town
changed only slightly from the 30‘s
to the 60s. There was plenty of

atmosphere left when things antique
came back into vogue. Therefore,
much of the original town was
almost as if great—grandmother had
just left, even the springs. When the
Great Passion Play first was
performed some 25 years ago, the
artists and some residents figured
that Eureka Springs would lose all
of its charm to hype, tourists and
cheapness.
Well, it didn‘t.
The historic areas are thoroughly
and utterly nineteenth century
(Well, perhaps just a toe over the
century mark) and are kept that
way. By luck and good planning,
the areas near the Passion Play and
its surrounding galleries and
attractions are somewhat more
typically commercial but still
maintain a regional or Victorian
flavour. The old town remains very
much the same as always (some of
the shops a bit pricey, but very good
browsing throughout) steep,
winding streets, buildings built in
odd places and against impossible
inclines, wood construction and
gingerbread everywhere and a
current trend to paint every curlicue
in differing pastel or dull 19th
century colors. The result is
charming. It is just as much a
walking town as anywhere in
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prepared by an authentic Mexican
settled into Greenwood Hollow
Europe and should be enjoyed that we
Lesbian. Bring your guitar for open
Ridge, the truly country bed and
way or by the convenient trolley breakfast.
mike at Center Street on Sunday
It sits on several acres, is
system.
evening.
private (ask about the
And everyone is in the bed and wonderfully
After an enormous breakfast and
dress
code)
and
is
very
much
"down
breakfast business.
gossip with Shirl, we did many
There is a kennel on the
Gay and Lesbian travelers will home."
more touristy things. We visited
so pets are welcome and
find many home folks waiting to premises
Turpentine Creek and got as close
and Maria also accept only
make them comfortable. We have Shirl
to a full grown lion as anybody is
Gay or Lesbian guests (the house,
visited no less than six bed and
allowed to get. This foundation is
not
the
kennel,
although
we
both
breakfasts, one motel and three
dedicated to taking in unwanted
known people who we wished
restaurants who are Gay/Lesbian have
pets. Big ones. Of the carnivore
we could put in a kennel).
owned and operated and we
variety. We learned a great deal
—That evening we once again
understand we missed at least one. attended
about keeping a tiger as a pet—they
Café Armagost. Do not
(We continually protest that we
grow. If there is a divorce or a life
miss this restaurant and go early if
cannot be everywhere, youjust
what has happened to that
you do notmake a reservation. __ change,
think we can.)
cute
cub
who now eats pounds of
can
What
We §
you say meatevery week? It‘s often sad and
will tell f
about a not a little cruel. The cats which live
you where
at Turpentine Creek have security
place
we
which and care—and affection.
ourselves I
puts blue Dinner that evening was at
stayed and |
E cheese in Ermilio‘s (Italian cuisine) where we
politely |
a soup, discovered what wonderful things
mention
pureed can happen when one roasts a garlic
the rest.
radish in and that fresh apples and
Our first
a salad gorgonzola cheese do very well on
wh
evening
dressing bread together.
was spent |
Yes, yes there are a lot of cute
and
at the _ B
capers people in Eureka Springs but we are
S
Arbour
going to waste space with
a GlenCs
<. Arbour
Glen, a
filwithet?yyour not
very
numbers, dimensions, vital statistics
and that tripe. What we did discover
They didn‘t have the Chicken _
tastefully decorated cottage on the
4s
that the Gay/Lesbian community
Pecanese
we
loved
so
much
last
historic loop but down below street
really hangs together and does cross
time but all the food sings in the
level. It overlooks a natural hollow
referencing to one another. It is a
mouth.
é
and, particularly at breakfast on the
There
friendly
veranda, one can imagine oneself in
is no
and
the country. Cardinals have chosen
disco in
| sociable
to nest in one of the hanging ferns
_: group of
and Jeff is the most marvelous cook. Eureka
Springs,
people
We were invited to return for
_‘
but
and the
afternoon tea (iced) and a delicious
MCC of
plenty of i
— cake which had a cocoa flavor :
theLiving
live
rather than sweet chocolate. The :
Springs is
music of
newest space, in which we stayed,
just as
had one of those wonderful Jacuzzis all
down
descrip—
for two (an amenity available at
home a
tions,
many of the bed and breakfasts run
country
by persons with true taste). He and a particu—
church as
Tae
ill
of
larly
neighbor were experimenting in the
can be
kitchen and we just happened to be
Greenwood Hollow
|_
the
imagined.
country,
_ there to be the guinea pig.
OARS
(Ozark
AIDS
Resources
and
mountain
hoedown
variety.
Two
After spending a pleasant day
Services) is new and thriving. There
bars are very friendly for late
wandering in the historic district
is a lot of caring in them thar hills.
evening, Chelsea Corner (with the
(wearing some sort of identifying
Brief mention must go toward
insignia will find you other Gay and lovely patio) and Center Street
the Purple Iris Inn (with Martha‘s
which specializes in Mexican food
Lesbian business owners very fast)
panache and Joyce‘s pasta), Rock
Cottage Gardens, Dixie Cottage,
and Cedarberry Inn. Lunch at The
Hop was right out of a 1950s
fantasy. There is some very fine
original art in galleries and shops,
plenty of crafts and several very fine
religious works in the galleries at
the Passion Play area. Nights are
Ole
quiet, starlit and romantic and you
too can photograph Morris the Cat
at the Crescent Hotel.
RrB0u,
One of the owners explained it to
us like this, "Well, you have to
*GLEN C
clean house anyway and decorate
BED &
and I love to entertain. This way,
people come to visit, I get to
BREAKFAST
entertain and cook for them, they _
VICTORIAN INN
tell me how wonderfulit is and they
#7 Lema St.
pay me!" Of course, each innkeeper
Eureka Springs, AR 72632
sees to it that guests are welcome
501—253—9010
and get their money‘s worth. From
early spring through Christmas,
Eureka Springs is truly refreshing—
and you can spend it with family.

Nashville CARES Receives $250,000

—

Odyssey

Grant to Provide PWA Assistance
Nashville CARES‘ (Council
on AIDS Resources, Education
and Services) Home Base pro—
gram is the recipient of a
$250,000 grant from the 1993—
94 Housing Opportunities for
Persons with AIDS (HOPWA)
allocation for Tennessee.
Home Base will supplement
existing resources for housing or
utility assistance in Middle Ten—
nesséee for those affected by HIV
and/or AIDS and their families.
Eligible individuals will receive
rent and/or utility assistance.

In addition to direct financial provide resource identification
support, Home Base will provide services. Additionally, CARES
case management services, nu— will contract with Second Har—
tritional counseling, and per— vest Food Bank to provide the
sonal care assistance aimed at services of a Nutritionist and
keeping HIV—positive clients in with Alive Hospice for Personal
Care Assistant services.
their homes.
Home Base will also conduct
CARES will work with other
social service agencies, health substantial outreach to homeless
clinics, and the Metro Public persons with HIV/AIDS.
Home Base will begin provid—
health Department in generating —
ing these vital supportive ser—
referrals to the program.
CARES has contracted with vices for HIV—positive persons
and their families July 1.
the Council of Community Ser—
vices Housing Systems, Inc. to

Book
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PRIVATE DANCE BOOTHS _
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Phone 259—1592

From All Walks Of Life Set for October
(NASHVILLE, TN) —Nash—
ville CARES (Council on AIDS
Resources, Education and Ser—
vices) announced June 10 that
the 1993From All Walks of Life
pledge—walk to increase commu— —
nity awareness and raise funds
for HIV and AIDS services has
been scheduled for Sunday, Oc—
tober
10
at
Nashville‘s
Riverfront Park.
The event, which includes a
five kilometer walk and a free.

concert afterwards, will con—
clude a series of awareness ac—
tivities that will be conducted
throughout all segments of the
community this fall.
John Tighe, Executive Vice
President of St. Thomas hospi—
tal and Betty Marshall, Vice
President of Corporate and Com—
munity Relations for Shoney‘s
Inc. will serve as event co—chairs.
This year‘s honorary chairperson
will be Kathy Mattea, a long—
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Massage by Dave

time supporter of Nashville
CARES and other national AIDS
organizations.
Many prominent Nashvillians
from all walks of life are help—
ing to organize the walk. Some
of those involved include Jo
Walker Meador, who served as
honorary chairperson of the
1992 event, Ben Rechtor, Dr.
Richard Benjamin, Andrea
Conte, Hattie DeWalt, Dr. Mary
Alicg Harbison, and Al Bodie.
The group is attempting to
raise funds through corporate ...
suppprt andthrough individual
and team walker participation.
Leaders in this effort include the
Associates of Ingram Industries,
St. Thomas Hospital and The
Telephone Pioneers of America.
From All Walks of Life was
successful in raising over
$206,000 in 1992. The proceeds
are used to fund agency pro—
grams which included education
regarding the HIV virus, its
transmission and prevention, and
social services for those affected
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Talk

OPEN 24 HOURS!
700 Division St..
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[Across from Frugal MacDougals]
Nashville

Phone (615) 726—0243

10% Discount With This Ad!
by HIV or AIDS. This year‘s
goal is $350,000. To support
other mid—state efforts in the
fight against HIV and AIDs,
CARES will again designate a
portion of the proceeds to The
Community AIDS Partnership, a
United Way of Middle Tennes—

Music

to

see initiative.
Organizations or individuals
who want to participate can get
information or registration forms
by calling Nashville CARES at
385—1510. Deadline for entering
is the day of the event.
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Video Review
Consenting Adult
Reviewed by Gary Coughlan
TJN Entertainment Editor
The Lynd family is an all—Ameri—
can family with "aboy for you, agirl
for me" 2—child set—up. They have
many friends, the married daughter is
pregnant and the son, Jeff, is in pre—
med and on the swimming team at
college and is the epitome of the "per—
fect son." Two clouds appear on this
family‘s horizon: the father, Ken,
(played by Martin Sheen) has had a
stroke and is recovering, and Jeff re—
veals that he is Gay but only to his
mother at first. Mom is Marlo Tho—
mas in this 1985 video.
Jeff tells his mom that he is Gay
and has been fighting it for years but
"It‘s true and keeps getting truer." In
front of him, she takes it all in stride,
but alone she cries about it and goes
to the library seeking books on the

subject. She feels she cannot go to her
husband because he has had the stroke
and she doesn‘t think he would re—
spond well.
Turning to her husband‘s doctor,
they find a psychiatrist who agrees to
"cure" Jeff. At this point, Jeff has
never had a physical relationship and —
is poignant in revealing what being
Gay and different means to him, in
terms which will ring true for most
Gays and Lesbians.
Meanwhile Mother Tess tells her
husband Ken that their son "is asking
for help and that‘s what we must re—
member." The father is more realis—
tic than she when he says if it is true it
will stay true and he goes off into his
room. Whenever his son comes to
visit from school, he avoids him. He
tells Tess he thinks instantly of AIDS,
no grandchildren and the end of his
family name.

Jeff dates a girl named Sue on New
Year‘s but it is no good. He meets a
guy and decides he is Gay and won‘t
be brainwashed or kept in the closet
any longer. "Let me be what I am—I
can‘t change and I‘m the same per—
son I was." His parents reject him and
he goes and stays with his accepting
sister and brother—in—law.
At college in a snack bar, some of
Jeff‘s friends begin to hassle some
Gays who came in. Jeff intervenes
against this Gay—bashing and later his
roommate says they were "just get—
ting rid of the faggots." Jeff comes
out to him and the roommate orders
him to leave or people will think he is
"one" too.
This family struggles to come to
terms with Jeff‘s homosexuality in
various ways which highlight
_ America‘s current struggle with this
issue. The video is very emotional and
was originally a TV movie. It is avail—
able in Memphis from Star Search
Video at 1411 Poplar.

chapters are about Gays and Lesbi—
ans. They are also about inactive
sexual people who may have had
Out of All Time
_ same—sex feelings like probably Walt
pertinent details like some of the ac— Whitman, the famous Bible story of
Reviewed by Gary Coughlan
tual same—sex poetry written by the David and Jonathan whose love was
TJN Entertainment Editor
Arabs and by Sappho along with the described as "passing the love of
women" and there is even a chapter
"Detestable! Nauseating! Disgust— sad fact that only 1/20 of Sappho‘s
on Jesus although there is no evidence
poetry
has
survived.
ing! Abominable!" were words used
Boughner also profiles individual that he ever had a sexual relationship
by European explorers who observed
Gays
and Lesbians from all these time of any kind.
the prevalence of homosexual prac—
And if you‘ve heard only general
periods,
many famous and many not
tices in the New World. It was also
details of how the English KingEd— _
but
even
the
most
literate,knowledge—
one of theirjustifications for conquer—
ward II was killed or how Gays were |
ing these "primitive heathens." A able Gay and Lesbian will find some
treated in the Nazi concentration
real
gems
in
this
book.
For
instance,
theologian replied that if homosexual
camps, Out ofAll Time gives the gory
in
the
time
before
"homosexuality"
acts justified conquest that France was
details. Each chapteris illustrated and
indeed holy by trying to conquer the had been coined, Walt Whitman de—
the index in the back directs the reader
scribed
his
feelings
for
other
men
as
Italians! Little gems like this one stud
to the source books for more on these
Out ofAll Time by Terry Boughner "adhesiveness" and "comradely
interesting Gay and Lesbian lives.
love."
Gertrude
Stein
and
Alice
B.
in which in 2—3 pages apiece he ex—
You can purchase Out ofAll Time
Toklas
met
in
Paris
in
1909
and
their
amines Gays and Lesbians, both in—
in
Memphis
at Meristem Bookstore
dividual and in groups, throughout names for each other were "Lovey"
for $6.95 and find out about Marie .
and
"Pussy,"
respectively.
At
first
history.
—
Antoinette, Frederick the Great,
Boughner looks at the ancient Will Cather called Pittsburgh "the
Tchaikovsky, Susan B. Anthony,
very
incandescence
of
human
energy"
world, early Christianity, the papacy,
Lawrence of Arabia, James Dean,
and
later
upon
leaving
it
"a
flight
from
the Arab world, American Indians,
Eleanor Roosevelt, Virginia Woolf
Caribbean pirates, colonial America, drabness."
and Elagabalus among many others.
Not
all
of
these
tiny
biographic
Victorian England and why one of our
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Upset That Disney Trip
Coincided With GayDay
Donnsuperintendent,
Kaupke, FlaglersaidCounty
Aspokesman
in Disney
World‘s
BUNNELL,3 Fla.
(AP)—School
schools
there
publicity
office
said
that
this
was
officialsJune
scheduled
asecond
was
one
minor
incident
during
last
the
weekend
for
the
Gay
and
Les—
triptoDisney
Worldaftersomepar—
year‘s
visit
to
the
Orlando
theme
bian
Rights
Association‘s
"Day
of
ents
complained
that
an
unofficial
park.
Hea Gay
said couple,
three Taylor
boysa
Night
ofkeepPleasure."
"Gay
Day"outing.
celebration coincided Magic,
taunted
provoking
"We
can‘t
people
out
—
withBuddy
their
confrontation
and resulting
we wouldn‘t
keepsexualpeopleprefer—
out verbal
Taylor
Middleplanning
Schoola —andbecause
in theAboutboys
being
admonished.
of
their
teachers
had
long
been
students
already
had
ence,"
theis thepublicist
said.year in a row paid $30 260
visit
to Disney
World
forGayeighth
each
for
the
Disney
trip
This
second
graders.
But
an
annual
and
this
year.
The
school
informed
par—
the
two
events
have
coincided,
Lesbian
event
also
was
planned
for
ents that they could get a refund.
thePrincipal
popular theme
park thattoldday.about Hunter said.
Scott
Hunter
FIRST CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
300peoplewho
attendedoffera meeting
that
the
school
would
another
United Churches of Christ
tripforparentswhoobjectedtotheir
children
goingextended
that weekend.
He An Open and Affirming Congregation.
said
Disney
the
Florida
234 S. Watkins 278—6786
resident discount for a week.
School 10 AM Worship 11 AM
Sunday
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Integrity/Memphis

HIV/AIDS Ministry
Hospital Visitations
Care Partners
HIV/AIDS Education

Support Groups
Care Partners Relief
"Go Fur" Errands

Call 901—754—7344

CLASSIFIED Rates: Personal, non—
commercial ads FREE. Limit of 30 words
{including address orphone number) and
a $2.00 charge forthe use ofourP.0. Box.
Please specify ifyou want to use our P.O.
Box. Commercial ads are charged at the
rate of 20¢ per word, $3.00 minimum.
Phone numbers and zip codes are free.
Deadline forads is the 15th ofeach month.
Sendto TriangleJournalNews, Box 11485
Memphis, TN 38111—0485. Classifieds
must be submitted in writing and must
includeyournameandatelephonenumber
whereyou can be reached to verify the ad.
If you would like a copy of the issue
your ad appears in, please send $1.00
to coverpostage.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
ATTENTION ADVERTISERS!! TIN
announcements and classifieds will not
automatically be re—run. Announcements
and classifieds must be re—submitted each
month, in writing, by the 15th ofthe month.
CommunitySpirit—Lesbian and Gay
Telephone Long Distance Call Worldwide
and save up to 25% offyourbill. 2% of your
bill isdonatedtothecommunityorganization
of your choice. Switch Today, Call 1—800—
546—0621 24 hours/day. It‘s a FamilyThing.
Women Loving Women—The Memphis
Centerfor Independent Living is interested
inorganizing aSupportGroupfor Lesbians
with disabilities. The Support group will be
a safe place to explore yourself and to find
the support all people need to be healthy.
If you would like more information about
this Support Group call Beverty Medcalf at
the Memphis CenterforIndependentLiving
at (901) 726—6404.

country dinner with complimentary wine.
Area activities include: boating, walking
trails, antique shops, auctions. Your hosts
are available to assist with planning local
activities. Reservations: Mon—Thurs (901)
278—5844, Fri—Sun (901) 687—3456.
Montreal B & B: Come to the hottest city
in North America. Cozy, smoke—free B&B.
Call: (514) 597—2804.
Ozark Bed/Breakfast—5 wooded acres of
privacy in a fun vacation area. Exclusive
resort for men & women. Hot tub. Country
club privileges. Greenwood Hollow Ridge,
Rt4 Box 155, Eureka Springs, AR 72632,
(501) 253—5283.
The Arbour Gien Bed & Breakfast—Circa
1896. Located on Eureka Springs Historic
District loop close to downtown shops &
restaurants. Completely renovated for
comfort but still maintaining its old world
charm, elegance, & romance. Picturesque
tree—covered hollow. The Arbour Glen, #7
Lema, Eureka Springs, AR 72632, (501)
253—9010.
MassacE SERVICES
YOU
DESERVE
THE
BEST
California trained professional offers
full body therapeutic and sports massage.
1"/, hours, by appointment, outcall only.
Personalized gift certificates available.
Craig 10 AM — 10 PM (901) 278—9768.

Bro & BREAKFAST

Bed & Breakfast—A Victorian home
furnished with antiques offers
accommodations to men and women. _
Home is located in small TennesseeRiver
**+own near Pickwick—Shiloh. Gourmet

PERSONALS
Attractive GWM, 28, 56", 130#, blond,
graduate student, likes: computers,
alternative music, progressive politics, New
Age, physical fitness, cute dudes. Write
Jim, Rt. 1 Box 18, Gassville, AR 72635.
Bohemian GWM, 57", 125#, masculine,
intelligent, warm—hearted, quite twisted,

seeks bear buddy in EastArkansas areaor
visiting from Memphis. Daddyish, furry,
leather/SM and/or relationship—minded a
big plus. Terry, PO Box 136, Widener, AR
72394.
GWM, 59", 175#, br/bl, sincere, caring,
discreet, home—oriented. Seeks GWM, 21—
40, with similarqualitiesfordinners, movies,
travel, theater, friendship/1:1 relationship.
Replyto: Box 38185, Memphis, TN 38183.
GWM, 44, brown hair, green eyes looking
for masculine companion 30—50 for
friendship, good music, movies, goodsense
of humor. Call Joe: (501) 732—5212, work
T. F, S, S or M, T, S, S, let‘s talk.
Keyboardist/writer seeking musicians and
singers forjam sessions and possibly gigs.
Erasure, Electronic, Techno. Call Mike:
(901) 682—6858. Leave message.
Looking forsomeone going to Nashville on
July 30, 31, orAugust 1 to deliver TJN. Will
pay $75.00. Call (901) 454—1411.
Melody and Company—Rememberwhen
we almost got arrested? Hung Jury was a
blast! Let‘s keep in touch. Love D.C. go—go
dancer, Amina (202) 966—4826.
THE GOOD STUFF in the brown bottle;
genuine aromaticamyl carburetor cleaner.
The real thing! For order form, send SASE
to: Occupant #196, 3712 N. Broadway,
Chicago, IL 60613.
RoomMATE
Roommate Wanted: to share nice east
Memphis apartment, furnished, private
bath, washer/dryer. Excellent for
dependableyoung professional. $285/mo.
Call (901) 753—6330 (after 6 weekdays or

Greenwood

Ozark Bed & Breakfast —
Exclusive Resort for

Goain nigh221
Snifﬁng of retaﬁonsﬁips
INJEGRITYJ is afamily
, Lesbians and
tﬁeir nenbs within the
or“ Church.
J is a place to
finecommgnttg‘z‘na

INﬂ'PIG?
1JY offers
tunitiesfor growth,
prayerfrienasﬁip and
unberstcmaing.

WTEGRITV meets every
third Juesday of the
month at Cat'vqry
Episcopal Church, Mempﬁis.

or more information, calf
Doug Deaver at 126—4698
\ or Joe Pfeiffer at 272—1207 /

12 Issues for $15
mailed First Class, discreetly, so you
don‘t have to wait for the news.
NAME
ADDRESS
city
PHONE

Men & Women
Hot Tub

Country Club anﬂeges
Rt 4 Box 155
Eureka Springs, AR 72632
(501) 253—5283

STATE

ZIP _

Mail to
Triangle Journal News
_ P.O. Box 11485
Memphis, TN 38111—0485

leave message).

Hollow Ridge

You were cﬁosen 64 Good
to be who gnu are —
gay, lesbian or
fieterosexual.
fl"he
expression of
is a
rom

Buy a Subscription to the
Mid—South‘s Gay and Lesbian
Community Newspaper

(*Meetings at Memphis LambdaCenter, Inc.*\
241 N. Cleveland Street |
Memphis, TN 38104
%.
(901) 276—7379
Phoenix (Gay Alcoholics Anonymous)
Sunday
8:00 pm Discussion (Open)
Monday
8:00pm Discussion (Open)
Tuesday
8:00 pm Twelve Step Study
Wednesday 8:00pm Big Book Study
Saturday 8:00 pm Discussion (Open)
(Last Saturday of month is birthday night with speaker.)
Into The Light
(Alcoholics Anonymous — Women Only)
Thursday 8:00 pm Discussion (Open)
Sunday
12 Noon Discussion (Open)
(Business meeting 3rd Sunday of month, Birthdays last Sunday.)
Seriously Sober (Alcoholics Anonymous)
Friday
8:00 pm Discussion (Open, but participa—
tion by other than alcoholics/
addicts discouraged.) _
Al—Anon (Co—dependency meeting)
Call For Information —
Adult Children of Alcoholics (ACOA)
Saturday 6:30pm Discussion (Open)
*Memphis Lambda Center, Inc. is a private organization
formed for the promulgation and enhancement of Twelve—
Step meetings with a special outreach to the Gay and
Lesbian community.
K

Space donated as a public service by the Triangle Journal Newy
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S & R Body Shop: Sandy George » 2052
@ 525—0417.
# 2746713. (You must have a
Clifton, Memphis 38127 # 353—4604.
computer and modem to access this Robert Ross, Attorney At Law: 100 N.
Main, Suite 3310, Memphis 38103 # Sanders Facilities, Inc.: Catering & party
service.)
facility rental « Michael Sanders
525—0417. "
‘Two‘s Company: Gay computer bulletin
# 948—3998.
boardand computersupport. "Handles" Kelly Stark, Attorney At Law: 44 N.
Second, Suite 600, Memphis 38103 # — See—S: Portraits & photography
accepted.
1200/2400 baud.
# 327—3760.
521—9996.
# 726—4073.
Star
Search Video: 1411 Poplar Ave
Jocelyn
D.
Wurzburg,
Attorney
At
Law:
COUNSELING SERVICES
# 272—STAR.
2
1903
LincolnAmericanTower,
60
North
Kerrel Ard, BSW: Personal growth,
Mid—America Mall, Memphis 38103 Tiger Paw Windshield Repair &
spiritual counseling, alternative healing
Replacement: Donna Watson
#684—1332.
a 725—4898.
# 363—4629. 24 hr. phone service.
MASSAGE SERVICES
Beth Causey, M.Div.: Pastoral counseling
5th Dimensions: Therapeutic, Swedish, Tropical Impressions: Pet Shop &
# 278—9554.
Grooming Salon+—3700S. Mendenhall,
sports Massage. In & out call # 795—
Joel Chapman, PhD: 1835 Union,
aﬂﬁgphls 38115 # 794—3047 or 365—
5001
Memphis 38104 « 726—1284.
Bodycare
By
Jordan:
Deep
tissue
Patricia Goshorn, M.Ed.: Licensed
massage, therapeutic touch and Whittington Tree & Lawn Service:
Psychological Counselor « Simmons,
Sandra & Troy Whittington
preparation for movement. By
Kelman & Assoc., 3960 Knight Amold
#
685—8410. Free estimates, 24 hr.
appointment
only
z
527—2273.
Rd, Suite 316, Memphis 38118
service.
j
Bodyrights:
Therapeutic/sports
massage
6050.
0
MEDIA
appointment « 377—7701.
K. A. Moss, MS: Midtown Counseling
Service, 1835 Union, Suite 101, Dave Everitt: FullbodySwedishmassage, Gay Alternative: Radio program, Mon.
6:00—7:00pm, WEVL—FM 90 + Box
Shiatsu, Medical Massage
Memphis 38104 # 726—4586 » Sliding
41773, Memphis 38174.
Tom Pitman: Rejuvenating full—body
~ fee scale.
massage by appointment 725—7020 Hera Sees: Bi—monthly newspaper
Northeast Mental Health Center:
published by Hera Sees, Inc. + 1725—B
or Beeper 575—1230.
# 382—3880.
Madison Avenue, Memphis 38104 —
— Susan Taranto, MPS: Individual & group Craig von Graeler: Professionalfull body
# 276—0543.
massage by appointment. Please call
therapy + Fully Alive! # 323—2078
Query:
Weekly
newspaper
10am—10pm # 278—9768.
« Sliding fee scale.
published
by
Pyramid
Publishing
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
FINANCIAL SERVICES
*+ Box 40422, Nashville 37204—0422
Charles Butler, CFP: Financial Planner Art Gallery Memphis: = 725—0521 (By
# (615) 327—3273.
Appointment Only).
:
# 2742524.
Triangle Journal News: Monthly
Donald Morgan Bookkeeping and Tax Dabbles Hair Co.: 19 N. Cooper, Memphis
newspaper published by Printers Ink »
Meinan Phone Corps: # 278—2199 —
38104 # 725—0521.
Service: 3340 Poplar Ave, Suite 305,
Box 11485, Memphis, 38111—0485
avid.
Kyla
J.
Dillard,
DVM:
Housecall
Memphis 38111 @ 458—0152.
# 4541411.
:
Memphis State University Students for — Wilma Vandermeer, CPA: Taxes,
Veterinarian, 480 PruittRoad, Oakland,
Gay & Lesbian Awareness (GALA):
NIGHT CLUBS / DINING
TN 38060 # (901) 465—2699.
accounting services # 726—9082.
GALA c/o Office of Greek Affairs, MSU
For emergency care call Amnesia: 2866 Poplar a 454—1366.
FLORISTS
38152.
Apartment Club: 343 Madison
#
(901) 372—2215.
Mid—South Men‘s Council: Box 11042, Accent With Flowers: 1505 S. Perkins, David Gairhan: A/C & refrigeration repair
#525—9491.
Memphis
38117
#
683—3007.
Memphis 38111—0042.
Barbara‘s: 1474 Madison #278—4313.
#274—7011.
Botanica:
944
South
Cooper,
Memphis
Minority Prison Project (MPP): For
38104 # 274—5767, 1—800—769—5767, Decadence Manor: 1655 Madison, Castle: 1397 Central # 722—8877.
information: John Prowett, 1517 Court
Chaps: 111 N. Claybrook # 726—4767.
Memphis 38104 @ 272—7451.
fax:
274—5688.
Ste. 4, Memphis 38104—2402
Hut: 102 N. Cleveland a 725—9872.
Flower Market of Memphis: 1523 Union Len Glosque: Carpentry # 276—0135.
# 726—1547.
Graffiti Graphics: 1985 Madison #7, J—Wags: 1268 Madison « 725—1909.
‘Ave., Memphis38104 ## 274—8103._.
Krewe ofAphrodite: Box 41822,
"_ Memphis, TN 38104#278—5002. — _ Ménage: 1680Madison #725—1745.
Memphis 38174—1822.
own:
4,
Great American Cruises, Inc.: Cruise
38119
#
761—2980.
National Organization for Women
Oops: 1349 Autumn « 272—1634.
Travel
Agency,
Sherman
Perkins,
—
(NOW): Box 40982, Memphis 38174 Sweet Peas: 111 South Highland # 324
52 N. Second, Memphis 38103 Pipeline: 1382 Poplar # 726—5263.
6873 and 80 Monroe @ 525—7775.
0982 @ 276—0282.
Reflections: 92 North Avalon
#525—5302.
GRAPHICS
New Beginnings (Adult Children of
# 2721525. —
Gypsy‘s Vintage Fashions and
&: 1271 Poplar,
Alcoholics): Memphis LambdaCenter Bon
Antiques: 2613 Broad Avenue WKRB in Memphis: 1528 Madison
« 276—7379 or 454—1414.
« 454—0386.
:
Photo
business
& Have Bar Will Travel: Bartending for
Parents& FriendsofLesbiansAndGays JAESpectaltes:Photobusinesscards
REAL ESTATE SERVICES
distinctive
nature
photography
»
Joe
(P—FLAG): Box 172031, Memphis
private functions » Lisa Gray (The Russell Armstrong, Developer,
Pfeiffer « 272—1207.
38187—2031 # 761—1444. .
Hotel) « 726—5910.
Phoenix (Gay AA): Memphis Lambda Printers Ink: Box 11485, Memphis, TN
38111—0485 @ 454—1411.
$936: 327—2447,276—7379, 01454
Ann Taylor: Resumés, ad campaigns, John In Charge: Household & office
414.
letterhead, etc., Memphis, TN
Positive Mental Attitude Association,
cleaning, errands, a personal valet »
a 761—2980.
Inc: Former incarcerated drug users »
## 272—2316.
28 N. Claybrook, Suite 1, Memphis Wildhare Graphics: 344 North Watkins, Kings Interior Painting: # 324—5314.
Memphis, TN 38104 « 278—8437.
38104 # 276—PMAA.
Lederwerx: 1655 Madison, Memphis
TRIANGLE JOURNAL NEWS —
Riverboat Gamblers Motorcycle Club:
HELP & INFORMATION LINES
38104 # 272—7451.
—
IS ALSO DISTRIBUTED ATTHESE
Box 40404, Memphis, TN 38104 AIDS Switchboard: # 278—AIDS.
The LimitedEditionGallery:At&Custom
LOCATIONS
# 276—9939.
Gay
&
Lesbian
Hotline:
giggling * 826 South Cooper @ 722— Davis—Kidd Booksellers Inc.: 397 Perkins
Seriously Sober (AA): Memphis Lambda
## 1—800—285—7431 (24 hr. help &
Rd. Ext # 683—9801.
Center # 276—7379 or 454—1414.
information for Lesbians, Gays Mid—Town Hair: 1926 Madison, Memphis Memphis and Shelby County Public
Southern Country Memphis: Country
transvestites, & transexuals)
38104 # 278—2199.
i
: 1850 Peabody a 725—8800.
Western
Dance — Club
— Gay & Lesbian Youth Hotline: Pet Care Unlimited: Pet sitting and/or
P & H Cafe: 1532 Madison Ave
266 Leonora Drive, Memphis, 38117
# 1—800—347—TEEN (Thu.—Sun., 7pm—
house sitting by competent, caring
# 2749794.
#683—8916.
11:45pm.)
couple # 726—6198.
Squash Blossom Market: 1720 Poplar
Transexuals in Prison (TIP): For Gay & Lesbian Switchboard: Enrica Ramey: Insurance # Midtown —
a 1254823
information: John Prowett, 1517 Court
#728—GAYS + 7:30—11pm.
725—6023 & Bartlett — 377—1075.
Tobacco
Corner Newsroom: 669
Ave., Ste. 4, Memphis 38104—2402 LINC: # 725—8895.
Richard‘s Designs: Packaging designs &
Mendenhall Rd S. = 682—3326 & 1803
a 726—1547.
Narcotics Anonymous: # 276—LIVE.
marketing = 683—6157.
Union #» 726—1622.
Tsarus: Leather—Levi club » Box 41082, Rape Crisis: @ 528—2161.
Memphis 38174—1082.
Suicide & Crisis Intervention:
Wings: Social Club»Box41784, Memphis
@ 2747477.
&
Spiritual Resources in the Memphis Area
Transvestite—Transexual National
38174—1784.
Women
Box 41322, Memphis
Hotline: (617) 899—2212 (Bam—2am,
Calvary Episcopal Church — 525—6602
38127—1322.
Mon.—Sat.).
Young & Proud: Mailing address: 675
First Congregational Church — 278—6786
SERVICES
North 4th, Memphis 38107—3704 @ Wayne C. Gulledge, Attorney At Law:
529—8185.
Rt. 1, Box 255A, Senatobia, MS 38668
Holy Trinity Community Church— 726—9443
COMPUTER BULLETIN BOARDS
a (601) 562—8738 or (901) 722—8188.
North American Bulletin Board David Hooper, Attorney At Law: 1870.
Prescott Memorial Baptist Church — 327—8479
Operators Assoc. (NABBOA):
Union Avenue, Memphis, TN 38104 =
# 1794—0646 (Leave message
274—6824.
»
St.John‘s United Methodist Church — 726—4104
requesting membership to group 69). Susan Mackenzie, Attorney At Law: 100
The Personals: Gay computer bulletin
N. Main, Suite 3310, Memphis 38103
Unitarian Church of the River — 526—8631
board + 300 or 1200 baud

estimates # 327—6165.
White Glove Services: Home or Office
# 745—5628. /
community Groups
ACT UP Memphis: Phillip «# 458—1607.
Adult Children of Alcoholics (ACOA):
Memphis
{Lambda Center

# 276—7379.—
Al—Anon (Co—dependency): Memphis
Center 276—7379.
Alliance:! Leather/levi club » 4372 Kerwin
Drive, Memphis 38128.
American Gay ‘Atheists (AGA)
Memphis:
41371, Memphis
381741371. _
Black & White Men Together (BWMT):
Box 42157, Memphis 38174—2157
.
a» 452—5894.
Brothers & Sisters Bowling League:
1161 PoplarAve#15, Memphis38105
# T565172.
s
:
Catholic Lesbians: Faith « 324—6949.
Cotton Pickin‘ Squares: Gay/Lesbian
DanceClub—MeetsThursdays,
7pmPrescottMemorialBaptistChurch,
4267 Richwood, Memphis 38125
a 387—1567 or 753—1507..
_ Friends For Life—HIV Resources: HIV/
AIDS
40389,
Memphis 38174—0389 « 278—AIDS or,||
272—0855.
Gay and Lesbian American Indians: \I
Information # 725—4898.
Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual Veterans of
America Memphis Chapter: For
information: John Prowett, 1517 Court
Ste. 4, Memphis 38104—2402 @ 726—
1547.
:
Gays On Cleveland Street (GOCS):
Social Group » c/o The Hut, 102 N.
Cleveland, Memphis 38104
# 125—9872.
i
Gays Rejoicing & Affirmed in a Catholic
Environment (GRACE): Support
Group for Catholics & their friends «
Information: « 272—1207—Joe.
HolyTrinityCommunityChurch: Sunday
School: 9:45am; Worship Service:
Sundays at 11:00am, 6:30pm; Bible
study: Wednesdays at 7:00pm; We
CareAIDS Support Ministry: Sat. 10am
+2323 Monroe » Mailing address: Box
41648, Memphis, 38174—1648
# 726—9443.
Integrity Memphis: Meets the 3rd Tue.,
Healing Service/Eucharist, 6pm;
Dinner, 7pm, $3; Meeting 7:30pm » c/o
Calvary Episcopal Church, 102 N. 2nd,
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Memphis,TN38103«#726—4698(Doug
Deaver) or 272—1207 (Joe Pfeiffer).
Into The Light (Women‘s AA): Memphis
Lambda Center # 276—7379 or
454—1414.
Lambda Men‘s Chorus: Rehearsals:
Tuesdays, 7:30pm, Prescott Memorial
BaptistChurch, 499 Patterson «Mailing
address: 2058 Young Ave, Memphis
38104 # 276—4045.
Loving Arms (Volunteers who "love"
and "hold" babiesatthe Med):Shelia
Tankersley, 8591 Greenbrook
Parkway, Southaven, MS 38671
# 393—0983.
Mature Gays: For information: John
Prowett, 1517 Court Ave., Ste. 4,
Memphis 38104—2402 @ 726—1547.
Memphis Center for Reproductive
Health: 1462 Poplar Ave, Memphis
38104 @ 274—3550.
Memphis Gay & Lesbian Community
Center (MGLCC): Box 41074,
Memphis 38174 = 728—GAYS.
Memphis Gay & Lesbian Sports
Association: c/o MGLCC, Box41074,
Memphis 38174 a 728—GAYSor458—
6023.
MemphisLambdaCenter: Meetingplace
for 12—step recoveryprograms 241 N.
= 278—2835.
Cleveland (above United Paint Store),
Lee‘s Carpet Care: Commercial or
Memphis 38104 # 276—7379, 726—
Residential, 24—ht. service, free
6293, 527—1461, or 327—3676.

The Gay Memphis Resources
Directory is printed as a public
service, and its listings are free.
Agencies and businesses listed herein
have requested to belisted, but have not
been charged. Allphone numbers are area
code 901 unless otherwise noted.
ADULT BOOKSTORES
Airport Bookmart: 2214 Brooks Rd E.
# 345—0657.
Cherokee Adult Book Store:
2947 Lamar # 744—7494.
Getwell Book Mart: 1275 Getwell
# 454—7765.
Paris Adult Entertainment Center: 2432
Summer # 323—2665.
Tammy‘s # 2: 2220 East Brooks Road
# 396—9050.
Tammy‘s # 3: 1617 Getwell Road
# 744—4513.
— Tammy‘s # 4: 5937 Summer Avenue
# 373—5670.
BOOKS & GIFTS
Meristem: FeministBookStore
South
Cooper # 276—0282.
j
CARPET CARE / CLEANING
trow~
SERVICES
___.
BJ‘s Cleaning Service: #726—4211.
King‘s Kleaning Servicezljomeoromce

